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I

Abstract
The development of public housing companies in Sweden is strongly influenced by legal,
economic, and demographic changes. The companies long tradition of taking responsibility
for customer welfare in living have recently been criticized for excessive dominance over
price setting, which is claimed to give them competitive advantages in the housing market.
New legislation in 2011 requires financial return on investment, implying increased
competition with radical changes for the companies. Because of the law, they find themselves
transitioning from the role of being responsible for living conditions in Sweden to having to
work in a businesslike manner with increased competition.
The purpose of this dissertation is to analyze how the public housing companies’ deal with
market orientation constructs and what their impact is on construction strategy choices.
Theoretically, the market orientation concept is seen as a tool for companies to create superior
value for the customers and influence strategic performance, which is a relationship tested and
analyzed in this dissertation.
The research was conducted through data collection stages using qualitative and
quantitative methods. In the first stage, a qualitative pilot study was conducted with
interviews of 15 managers in 11 public housing companies in central Sweden. In the second
stage, two quantitative comparative studies of public and private housing companies in
declining markets in central Sweden were conducted, collecting data from 23 (22 survey
respondents) public and 37 private housing companies (16 respondents). In the third and final
stage, two quantitative studies were conducted, collecting data from all 289 public housing
companies (165 respondents) in Sweden.
Results of the five studies show, firstly, that economic condition in the municipality have a
major impact on the housing companies’ construction strategies, causing them to act
innovatively in order to create superior customer value. Secondly, market orientation efforts
contribute to competitive advantages in growing markets, while weak economic conditions
limit the companies’ construction strategy choices in declining markets. After analyzing the
link between market orientation constructs and construction strategy in declining markets,
results showed that the public housing companies demonstrate higher responsiveness to
customer demands compared to the private sector, but these have no effects on construction
strategy. Thirdly, the analysis of moderating (external) and mediating (corporate social
responsibility) effects on the market orientation and construction strategy relationship
confirms that economic conditions in society influence construction strategy planning and
decisions. The results of the mediating effects of CSR indicate that environmental and social
issues have a positive influence on the market orientation and construction strategy
relationship.
Keywords: Public housing companies, market orientation, construction strategies, innovation,
moderating and mediating effects, strategic performance
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Sammanfattning
Utvecklingen inom svenska allmännyttiga bostadsföretagen är starkt påverkad av förändringar
som rör ny lagstiftning, ekonomiska och demografiska förhållanden. Företagens långa
tradition av att ta ansvar för kundernas välfärd när det gäller boende, har under de senaste åren
kritiserats för att ge dem för stor dominans över prissättningen med för starka
konkurrensfördelar på bostadsmarknaden. Ny lagstiftning 2011 kräver finansiell avkastning
på samtliga investeringar vilket förväntas bidra till ökad konkurrens och radikala förändringar
för företagen. På grund av nya lagen befinner de sig i en omvandling från att ha tagit ansvar
för levnadsförhållandena i Sverige till att arbeta marknadsorienterat och med ökad
konkurrens.
Syftet med denna avhandling är att analysera hur de allmännyttiga bostadsföretagen arbetar
marknadsorienterat och vilken inverkan det har på val av byggstrategier. Teoretiskt som
marknadsorienteringskonceptet som ett verktyg för företag att skapa överlägsna värden för
kunderna med inverkan på strategisk prestanda. Hur de hanterar relationen mellan
marknadsorientering och val av byggstrategier testas och analyseras i denna avhandling.
Avhandling genomfördes genom stegvis datainsamling med kvalitativa och kvantitativa
metoder. För det första genomfördes en kvalitativ [för]studie med intervjuer av 15 chefer i 11
allmännyttiga bostadsföretagen i mellersta Sverige. I det andra steget genomfördes två
kvantitativa, jämförande studier av offentliga och privata bostadsföretag på den krympande
marknaden i centrala Sverige där data samlades in genom enkät från 23 (22 svar)
allmännyttiga bostadsföretagen och 37 privata bostadsföretag (16 svar). I ett tredje steg
genomfördes två kvantitativa studier med insamlad data från samtliga 289 (165 svar)
allmännyttiga bostadsföretagen i Sverige.
Resultatet av de fem studierna visar först att de ekonomiska förutsättningarna i kommunen har
stor inverkan på de allmännyttiga bostadsföretagens val av byggstrategi, vilket gör att de
agerar innovativt för att skapa överlägsna värden för kunderna. För det andra, visar studierna
att marknadsorientering bidrar till konkurrensfördelar på växande marknader, medan svaga
ekonomiska förutsättningar försämrar möjlighet till val av byggstrategi på krympande
marknader. Test och analys av relationen mellan marknadsorientering och byggstrategi på
krympande marknader visar de allmännyttiga bostadsföretagen tillmötesgår kundernas behov
bättre jämfört med den privata sektorn men dessa åtaganden ger inga effekter på
byggstrategierna. För det tredje bekräftar analys av modererande (eng. moderators, här
externa faktorer) och förmedlande (eng. mediators, här CSR) faktorers effekter på relationen
mellan marknadsorientering och byggstrategier att de ekonomiska förhållandena i samhället
strategiskt påverkar planering- och beslutfattande vid val av byggstrategier. Resultaten av
förmedlande faktorers effekter av företagens CSR ansvar indikerar att miljömässiga och
sociala frågor har positiv effekt på relationen mellan marknadsorientering och
byggstrategierna.

Nyckelord: Allmännyttan, marknadsorientering, byggstrategier, innovation, modererande och
förmedlande faktorer.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Overview of the public housing companies and their challenges
The Swedish public housing companies (PHCs) have a long tradition of taking responsibility
for the tenants' accommodation, which has been particularly important for the weaker groups
of customers who have difficulty finding alternative living opportunities (Lind and
Lundström, 2011; Lind, 2003). The PHCs also have long tradition of taking responsibility for
customer welfare in living. Recently they are criticized for excessive dominance over price
setting, which is claimed to give them competitive advantages in the housing market.
In recent years, the PHCs have experienced several challenges due to new legislation,
increased need for renovation/maintenance, increased need for dwellings in growing housing
markets, and weakened economic conditions (Doblhammer et al., 2013) in declining markets.
The first challenge, the new legislation from 2011, requires PHCs to act in the same
competitive and economic way as the private sector regarding investments in order to comply
with EU legislation (Public Municipal Housing Companies Act, 2010:879). This legislation
requires that each investment shall bear its own costs and assigned to a specific item or
project (Elsinga and Lind, 2013). The recommendation is that the PHCs will orient
themselves to the market to compete on equal terms with the private housing companies.
Their social responsibility for the tenants, previously being central to their business, should
instead be managed through corporate social responsibility (CSR).
The second challenge for the PHCs to manage is increased need for the
renovation/maintenance of dwellings. The companies are exposed to challenges in renovating
the roughly 1 million dwellings that were built during 1960–1970, known as the Million
Dwellings Program (Lind, 2003; Lind and Lundström, 2011). Over the years, many of them
have become worn down and in urgent need of renovation/maintenance (Lind and Muyingo,
2012; SABO, 2009). SABO’s (2011) investigation, which reviewed the needs of tenancy
rights and how to strategically manage the renewal of PHCs, shows that the pressures on the
PHCs are great to find attractive, economical, and innovative solutions to manage the
renovation or to replace them with new construction (Lind and Muyingo, 2012; SABO, 2009;
Boverket, 2003). How they handle the choice of construction strategy is of great importance,
which primarily means knowing how to meet customer needs.
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The third challenge to manage is the increased need for dwellings. Increased demand for
dwellings requires the PHCs to adapt rapidly to new and different customer needs for living,
both basic needs and sophisticated ones, which also influences construction strategy choices.
The fourth challenge is how to deal with the weakened economic condition in declining
markets. This challenge has arisen due to decreased population in several Swedish
municipalities. Declining markets are defined as markets decreasing in size and experiencing
difficult economic conditions, where the remaining and increasing part of the population has
low income (Hodge et al., 2016; Wilhelmsson et al., 2011). These markets are strongly
stigmatized due to decreased population, falling investments, high vacancy rate, and low share
of new construction, which represent the characteristics of declining market (Glaeser and
Gyourko, 2006). An updated population report (for the period 2010–2015) estimated that the
rate of decline in population would increase in these municipalities from 2.5% in 2010 to 6%
in 2015 (SABO, 2014). Decreased population leads to higher vacancy rates and, in turn,
demolition of dwellings. Research (Lind and Muyingo, 2012) points to the need for strategic
renewal of these PHC living areas targeting quality of life, but these ambitions are also
affected by the choice of construction strategies due to unfavorable economic conditions,
which leads to the demolition of dwellings (Lind et al., 2016).
In short, simultaneously some PHCs experience increased demands for dwellings in an
growing housing market, while other PHCs experience an impaired economic situation. Both
these conditions affect how to manage investment requirements due to the new legislation.
Three studies in this dissertation analyze how PHCs handle the transition to Market
Orientation (MO) in declining markets, while two studies analyze how moderating and
mediating factors influence the MO and building strategy relationship.
Most studies that analyze the MO and strategic performance relationship focus on financial
performance. Instead, this dissertation assumes that the transition to a market-oriented agenda
is better shown by analyzing the influence of MO on the PHCs’ choice of construction
strategies, including new construction, reconstruction, renovation, rate of vacancy,
demolition, and buying and selling. The rate of vacancy can be considered a chosen strategy
in most of the PHCs, because they retain a number of empty dwellings in order to handle
situations with high demand or rapid changes in demand in the municipalities.
Based on the above-mentioned challenges, PHCs need to reconsider how to manage their
construction strategies, which require of them to work in a market-oriented way to meet the
customer needs on the market. The purpose of this dissertation is to analyze how public
2

housing companies deal with market orientation constructs, and their impact on construction
strategy choices. The dissertation suggests that there is a connection between how PHCs meet
different customer needs in the market, and the construction strategies and how they choose to
deal with the new, challenging MO situation. The studies examine how the PHCs handle the
transition to increased economic demands while simultaneously meeting increased customer
needs.

1.2 The Market Orientation (MO) approach
The dissertation starts from the premise that a market-oriented perspective can be a tool for
PHCs to achieve superior customer value, in turn influencing strategic performance.
Theoretically, MO literature suggests that companies can increase their ability to meet
customer needs through the gathering of information, dissemination of information, and
responding to customer needs (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). Done in a considered way, the
implementation of MO can have a long-term impact on strategic performance (Kohli and
Jaworski, 1990; Wang and Chung, 2013). This researcher tested and analyzed how MO can
assist PHCs to act strategically and respond to their customers’ current and future needs for
living.
Most research agrees on the postive relationship between a company's MO and strategic
performance. Still, some researchers argue that even though companies work with MO, the
knowledge they gain can have a low impact on improving strategic performance (Kohli and
Jaworski, 1990; Gaur et al., 2011; Chung, 2012), which implies that additional internal and
external factors can affect the MO and strategic performance relationship. In research,
discussed is how moderating and mediating factors directly and/or indirectly influence on this
relationship. In the dissertation, tested and analyzed is how moderating factors such as
economic condition in the municipality, market and technological turbulence, and competitive
intensity influence the MO and construction strategy relationship.
Moderating factors such as market turbulence can influence strategic performance, which
refers to the degree of customer preference changes (Gaur et al., 2011; Kohli and Jaworski,
1990). For example, customers may prefer to move to other dwellings for a short period,
which can affect decision making on construction strategies in the PHCs. According to SABO
(2018), every year 15–20% of the public housing tenants move to other accommodations,
which concerns a large number of people. Customer preferences can change due to the
technical equipment, attractiveness of the living area, the company’s customer service and
competitive advantages. Customers and competitors are important drivers of innovation and
3

technological development. Technological innovation is the development of new or modified
products and processes aimed at improving company profit by good quality strategic
performance (SP). Additionally, technological turbulence and competitive intensity can
variously moderate a company’s MO-strategic performance relationship (Augusto and
Coelho, 2009; Naidoo, 2010).
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has received massive interest in both practice and
research, which recently increasingly has emerged to study its influence on the efficiency of
MO in the companies (Fatma et al., 2015). Companies invest to implement and integrate the
CSR concept in different core activities, aiming to improve image and reputation to meet
customer needs (Freeman, 1999). This dissertation analyzes how different dimensions of CSR
have mediating effects on MO and construction strategies relationships.

1.3 Scope and purpose of the study
Against this background, the purpose of this dissertation is to analyze how the PHCs deal with
MO constructs, and their impact on construction strategy choices. Construction strategies are
defined in all papers in this study as strategic performance among companies that is aimed at
responding to customer needs. Thus, the dissertation’s sub purposes are as follows:


To develop a typology with propositions on the MO and Innovation Orientation (IO)
combination based on theoretical discussions, and to illustrate the extent to which
PHCs fit into the proposed typological framework (paper I).



To examine the gathering and dissemination of information in relationship to
responsiveness and its impact on construction strategies, while simultaneously
examining and comparing public and private housing companies’ CSR in declining
markets (papers II and III).



To test the effects of external and internal factors as moderators and mediators on the
relationship between MO and construction strategies in PHCs (papers IV and V).

The context in papers II and III is a declining market, which requires a definition. PHCs
operate under different market conditions, depending on where the company is located, and
the population of the municipality.

1.4 Public housing companies (PHCs)
Swedish PHCs mainly manage commercial buildings and rental housing (SABO, 2018). The
companies have a long tradition of social responsibility for the tenants' accommodation,
4

particularly for weaker tenants who have difficulty finding alternative accommodations (Lind
and Lundström, 2011; Lind, 2003). Usually, PHCs are owned by municipalities, collectively
referred to as Allmännyttan (“the public good”); some of them are owned by different
foundations (SABO, 2018). About 300 PHCs manage around 802,000 dwellings in total
(SABO, 2016). PHCs were established on a large scale in Sweden after the Second World
War. Up until the economic crisis in the early 1990s, they received special subsidies, and even
though apartments in PHCs were open to everyone, there was a special focus on affordable
housing.
When the direct subsidies were taken away, the PHCs were required to become more
efficient and “businesslike” (2010:879). This process advanced further in 2011 when, in
response to EU complaints, new legislation was introduced (Elsinga and Lind, 2013). The aim
of the new law was to make the PHCs compete on equal terms with private housing
companies, but how to handle the new requirements within the public sector is still an open
question. According to the government's proposals and European Commission committee
directives (2010:879), PHCs are to act in the same way as long-term private HCs ("in a
businesslike way") (Lind and Lundström, 2011).
1.4.1 The history of PHCs
Historically, many people in Sweden lived in crowded and poor housing conditions during the
1930s. Pressures grew for society to assume greater responsibility, and a Public Housing
Inquiry was appointed. Day nurseries, libraries, and housing for older people were integrated
into the PHC environment. Sweden was unique within Europe, as the PHCs not only included
welfare for less fortunate members of society but also increased the quality of life for
everyone (SABO, 2018).
During a new acute shortage of housing in the 1960s, the government decided to fund and
builds more than 1 million homes across the country over 10 years. This effort, referred to as
the ‘Million Homes Program’, not only eased the housing situation but also improved the
housing standard (SABO, 2018). Today, more than 3 million of the 10 million Swedes live in
rental housing, more than half of those in PHCs. This housing offers freedom in living, good
service, predictable accommodation expenses (SABO, 2018). The rents are set after
negotiations between proprietor and tenant representatives usually affiliated with the Swedish
tenant associations (SABO, 2018; Boverket, 2018). The proprietor sees the negotiation as an
effective way of handling rent increases for a large number of tenants. The utility value is
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based on how tenants generally value various characteristics such as apartment conditions,
benefits, location, environment, and quality of property management (SABO, 2018).
Today, more than 3 million of 9.5 million Swedes live in rental housing, more than half of
those in PHCs. According to SABO, this housing offers freedom in living, good service,
predictable accommodation expenses and an opportunity to influence housing and its cost.
The rents are set after negotiations between proprietor and tenant representatives usually
affiliated with the Swedish Union of Tenants. The proprietor sees the negotiation as an
effective way of handling rent increases for a large number of tenants. Negotiations revolve
around two points: the utility value of the apartments and changes to the costs of dwellings
and management. The utility value is based on how tenants generally value various
characteristics such as apartment conditions, benefits, location, environment, quality of
property management, etc.
Increasing demands for profit cause housing companies to plan strategies in the market in
relation to customers and competitors, so that they can meet and preferably exceed current
and future customer needs (Mintzberg et al., 2009). The study assumes that context is relevant
to how PHCs act strategically to manage new construction, reconstruction, renovation,
demolition, vacancy, selling, and buying. Strategies can have long-term consequences for
PHCs and stakeholders (tenants, tenant associations, etc.) and the municipalities in which they
operate. According to SABO (2014), there are three types of housing market: growing,
middle, and declining.
1.4.2 PHCs – different market conditions
The Swedish Association of PHCs (SABO, 2014) commonly divides PHC markets into those
that are growing or declining. Declining markets are defined as markets decreasing in size and
experiencing difficult economic conditions, such as from decreased population (Hodge et al.,
2016; Wilhelmsson et al., 2011). These markets are characterized by decreased population,
falling investments, high vacancy rates, and little new construction, which are indicators used
to measure a declining market (Glaeser and Gyourko, 2006). Researchers state that there is a
relation between decreased population (Glaeser and Gyourko, 2006) and increased vacancies,
which influence the rate of demolition of housing in the market (Musterd, 2014). Research
points to the need for strategic renewal to improve quality of life, but these ambitions are also
affected by the choice of construction strategies due to unfavorable economic conditions
(Glaeser and Gyourko, 2006; Hodge et al., 2016; Wilhelmsson et al., 2011).
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Johnson et al. (2014) discuss how smart decline can paradoxically lead to improved quality
of life, contributing to social values even with declining population. They argue that declining
markets can add residential satisfaction and possibilities if municipalities creatively
reformulate their PHCs’ investment strategies with more focus on how to develop social
values and welfare. The attention to governmental and municipal interventions in research
(Glaeser and Gyourko, 2006; Hodge et al., 2016; Wilhelmsson et al., 2011) shows that PHCs
are perceived to have an incentive to follow the market as a consequence of weak economic
conditions in the municipalities.
Growing markets are characterized by increased population, high investment levels, low
vacancy rates, high demand for dwellings, and increase of new construction (SABO, 2014).
Researchers also state that there is a positive relation between increased population and new
construction (Lind et al., 2016), which influences the increased need for dwellings in the
market (Musterd, 2014). This research finds a need for strategic renovation and new
construction to improve quality of life. Thus, customer needs are affected by the choice of
construction strategies, due to the experience of attractive economic conditions (SABO, 2016;
Lind et al., 2016). PHCs in growing markets have attractive economical and innovative
solutions to manage the renovation or to replace them with new construction (Lind et al.,
2016).

1.5 Market and technological turbulence, competitive intensity in PHCs
In recent years, modernization of dwellings has increasingly expanded, and the development
of communication, both as means or as regarding it-development, which generally is
improved in a growing market vis-à-vis a declining market. For instance, today it takes less
time traveling between cities than ten years ago facilitating for people to work or study at
distance. These changes in the market can influence customer preferences when they choose
dwellings. Further, the amenities of the rooms, bathroom, and kitchen etc. play a role
regarding wanted technical solutions in the dwellings; some customers demand high standards
regarding temperature, lighting, furnishings, and so forth, while others do not. A customer’s
preferences can change depending on location, environmental aspects, willingness to pay,
parking facilities, environmental certification of the dwelling, as well as communication and
proximity to public transport (O’Sullivan, 2012; Boverket, 2018). For instance, due to new
transportation technology, people can travel considerably longer stretches in significantly less
time than 10 years ago. The customers (tenants) may prefer to live in a central location,
causing location of dwellings to play a greater role.
7

These customer preferences can influence PHCs’ construction strategies, which reflect
market and technological turbulence, which in turn affect both competitive intensity and
financial performance. The customers may be very willing to move to another dwelling due to
its high-tech amenities, central location, or environmental certification, implying high market
turbulence in a growing market. On the contrary, customers in a declining market do not
choose to move to another dwelling, which leads to low market turbulence. Thus, it can be
interpreted that growing markets have more market turbulence than declining markets.
Declining markets are strongly characterized by stigma due to decreased population, falling
investments, high vacancy rate, and little new construction and renovation. Therefore,
companies need to take into account market and technological turbulence in order to compete
in a particular type of market.
Further, the rental real estate market differs from other markets, because the goods
produced have unique characteristics and might differ from each other. Apparently, the
production of dwellings is commonly linked to a specific place with specific conditions.
Therefore, the real estate market cannot be mass-produced in the same way as other goods
(O’Sullivan, 2012) and cannot easily be moved to other places. It is important that PHCs take
into account customer preferences in a certain place when carrying out different construction
strategies.
Although PHCs might have invested a lot in environmental projects such as energy
efficiency in dwellings, green playgrounds, and so called Kombohus (standardized, multidwelling buildings) (Boverket, 2018; SABO, 2014), customers do not always prioritize
paying high rent for those environmental and technological solutions. This shows that PHCs
need more market insight for customer preferences and demands. One explanation could be
that PHCs in declining markets need to improve their finances and reduce costs in order to
make investments relevant for both customers and PHCs. It is usually expressed that this is a
way for PHCs to show that they are following trends in order to make them more attractive in
relationship to more discerning tenants looking for accommodations.

1.6 Organization of the dissertation
The dissertation is structured as follows. In the next section, the characteristics of MO, market
intelligence, innovation orientation, moderating and mediating factors, and strategic
performance as construction strategies are described using a theoretical framework. Section 3
outlines a description of the methods used and a discussion of the qualitative and quantitative
choices in the study. Section 4 summarizes all five papers. Discussion and the conclusions of
8

the dissertation are presented in section 5. In section 6, implications, limitation and future
research of the study are presented. An appendix presents the interview guidelines and the
questionnaire used in the survey. Finally, Part II provides a reprint of each of the five papers.
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2. Theoretical framework
In this section, the theoretical framework of the different papers of the dissertation will be
discussed. The MO concept is first reviewed and presented in depth. Market intelligence,
innovation orientation, and moderating and mediating factors are also described to show the
effect of external and internal factors on the MO and construction strategies (strategic
performance) relationship. Strategic performance will be presented at the end of the section.

2.1 From marketing to MO
Marketing as concept had little to do with strategy before the 1980s (Day and Wensley, 1983;
Hunt and Lambe, 2000). Instead, the marketing concept in the 1960s and 1970s focused on
micro-marketing management (Hunt and Lambe, 2000). At that time marketing management
research focused on developing a marketing mix, or ‘‘the four Ps’’, in order to reach micromarketing goals for products. The focus on the effect of marketing was no more than products
and the general efficiency of an organization (Day and Wensley, 1983). The study of
marketing was “tactical, not strategic” (Hunt and Lambe, 2000) indicating that the companies
worked to can find short-term solutions without paying attention to long-term consequences.
However, the inadequacies of marketing research in the 1960s and 1970s did point out four
research requirements: (1) competitor orientation, (2) a holistic view of the firm, (3) the
incorporation of exchange relationships into the view of the firm, and 4) the development of
an integrative paradigm that pulls these strategic considerations together (Day and Wensley,
1983; Hunt, 2002). Marketing scholars have made substantial progress in all four-research
areas. Three categories brought marketing research scholars beyond business strategy related
to market orientation, relationship marketing, and resource advantage theory (Hunt, 2010).
This marketing research has contributed to industry-based, resource-based, competencebased, and knowledge-based business strategy theory (Hunt, 2010). These four business
strategies can be grouped into four specific marketing strategies theories based on resource
advantage theory: market segmentation, market orientation, relationship marketing, and brand
equity (Hunt, 2010). The resource advantage theory provides a “positive theoretical
foundation for integrative understanding of all normative theories of strategy” (Hunt, 2010, p.
406).
Hunt and Lambe (2000) claim: “If there were any contribution that marketing could make
to business strategy that might be considered universally to be uniquely marketing, it would
be that of market orientation” (p. 25).
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MO, as is referred to in this dissertation, is derived from to the marketing concept that was
developed in the 1950s and 1960s and reflected in the behaviors and activities that affect the
marketing concept (Kotler, 1984; Kotler and Andreasen, 1987; Kohli and Jaworski, 1990;
Hunt and Morgan, 1995). The MO concept is discussed in more detail in the next section.

2.2 Market Orientation (MO)
The market orientation concept has been widely discussed in research from different
perspectives, such as decision making (Shapiro, 1988), market intelligence (Kohli and
Jaworski, 1990), organizational culture (Narver and Slater, 1990), market strategy (Ruekert,
1992) and customer orientation (Deshpande, et al., 1993). Despite the range of MO
perspectives, the market intelligence (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Jaworski and Kohli, 1993;
1996) and the organizational culture perspective (Narver and Slater, 1990; Narver et al., 2004;
Slater and Narver, 1994) have dominated the discussion in market strategy research (Lings
and Greenley, 2009).
Kohli and Jaworski’s (1990) framework provides important insights into MO
implementation, the need for company-wide acceptance based on the generation and
dissemination of intelligence, and the responsiveness of an organization. Their arguments
originate from the assumption that organizations collect market information about consumer
needs, desires, demands, and other relevant environmental circumstances. Accordingly, MO
companies need to develop a long-term learning orientation to understand the latent needs of
customers, enabling them to proactively create superior value and innovative solutions based
on this learning (Slater and Narver, 1998).
Narver and Slater (1990) advocate adopting a long-term MO perspective that involves
cultural aspects in creating superior value for the customer. Their argument stems from the
premise that customers often lack insight into what they really want, which is implying that
their superior needs cannot be articulated and met (Slater and Narver, 1998). If a company’s
business operations are too customer-led and follow customers’ expressed needs, the
company may become too reactive and experience difficulties in learning how to operate
prospectively (Slater and Narver, 1998).
Accordingly, market-oriented companies need to develop a long-term learning orientation
to understand the latent needs of customers, enabling them to proactively create superior
value and innovative solutions based on this learning. Market-oriented companies
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“continuously create superior customer value by sharing the knowledge broadly throughout
the organization and by acting in a coordinated manner” (Slater and Narver, 1998, p. 1003).
Related to the discussion in this dissertation, the PHCs are in a new turbulent situation
requiring of them to pay more attention to increased economic demands while simultaneously
meeting critical and complex customer demands in the future. For the companies this requires
adding efforts in searching for new MO strategies having impact on construction strategies.
This dissertation applies the market intelligence perspective, which is presented in the next
section.

2.3 The market intelligence perspective of MO
Market intelligence is regarded as a driver of business strategy that requires efficient
gathering of market information to supply the basis for company decisions (Jaworski and
Kohli, 1993; Lackman et al., 2000; Maltz and Kohli, 1996). Data gathering and distribution of
information is related to intelligence dissemination and cross-functional coordination
(Rossiter, 2012). Market intelligence requires that companies collect relevant information
(Kohli and Jaworski, 1990) to produce specific innovative knowledge that is crucial for
developing current and future strategies based on customer needs. Specifically, companies
need to develop strategic market planning, which is an important task for companies to
manage within the scope of MO (Mintzberg et al., 2009).
Langerak (2003) argues that a company must orient itself towards the needs of the market
to achieve business success. Researchers assume that to understand the preconditions for MO
and reach success, companies need to develop internal capacity and innovativeness
(Atuahene-Gima, 1996; Langerak, 2003; Naidoo, 2010). This implies that companies have a
strategic need to develop internal capacity for responsiveness to meet customer needs on the
market (Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Narver and Slater, 1990).
Gathering and dissemination of information is commonly considered a way to find the
customer needs and respond to their needs, which in turn can influence performance (Ruekert,
1992). Kohli and Jaworski (1990) examined gathering information by formal and informal
methods. Managers need to collect and interpret information not only about the customer per
se but also about all factors that can affect customer wants (Ruekert, 1992; Chang et al., 2013;
Zebal and Goodwin, 2011; Zebal and Saber, 2014). A common argument is that work with
market intelligence concepts helps companies to pay more attention to strategically important
activities and processes, to receive advantages on the global market (Rossiter, 2012).
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Since a company cannot solely rely on MO to improve performance, it is necessary to
investigate other factors which can influence the MO and performance relationship, such as
innovation. Researchers argue that a company’s orientation towards innovation can have
effect on the MO and strategic performance relationship (Augusto and Coelho, 2009). Thus,
the next section describes innovation orientation with different market intelligence
components and their impact on the companies’ construction strategies. This relationship is
analyzed in paper I.

2.4 Innovation orientation and innovativeness
Innovation is a fairly broad term that researchers have defined in various ways over time
(Augusto and Coelho, 2009; Naidoo, 2010). It includes the management of all activities
involved in the process of idea generation, technology development, and manufacturing and
marketing of a new product or manufacturing process or equipment (Trott, 2005). Innovation
refers to new products, services, production processes, organizational structure, or
administrative systems (Hult et al., 2004), whereas innovativeness represents an
organization’s ability to act entrepreneurially and based on organizational culture (Liao et al.,
2011).
Innovativeness is the process of achieving innovation in terms of openness to new ideas
and represents the company’s capacity implemented as culture (Hurley and Hult, 1998), seen
as the means to reach innovation as the end stage (Kirca et al., 2005; O’Cass, and Ngo, 2007).
Learning and innovativeness are the links to improve performance and enable competitive
advantage (Atuahene-Gima, 1996; Naidoo, 2010; Noble et al., 2002). How firms develop the
capacity to create new ideas and develop a culture of innovative thinking and action is thus
crucial for creating innovations.
Innovation orientation (IO) requires long-term planning and openness to new technical and
organizational solutions and ideas (Talke et al., 2011; Siguaw et al., 2006; Hurley and Hult,
1998). Zehir et al. (2011) claim that the rationale of IO is to take advantage of a company's
capabilities to create markets; it is a systems-based, firm-wide orientation towards innovation.
The normative IO perspective requires that companies develop knowledge-based structures
consisting of organization-wide shared beliefs that guide and direct a company’s strategies
and actions to innovate (Talke et al., 2011; Zehir et al., 2011).
Researchers frequently argue that MO and innovation orientation are different but
overlapping, with both MO and IO perspectives influencing performance (Augusto and
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Coelho, 2009; Kirca et al., 2005). Innovations can fail due to weak MO, and MO can fail due
to lack of new ideas or capacity, suggesting that innovativeness is “a distinct fact … that may
or may not exist with a MO” (Augusto and Coelho, 2009). Ergün and Kuşçu (2013) state that
a company may develop products and services that do not meet customers’ current or future
needs, requiring IO and MO to be combined to be efficient. For the PHCs in this dissertation,
this implies that the companies need to improve attention to internal knowledge development
processes in the organization while simultaneous increasing their responsiveness related to
future customer needs having influence on construction strategies. The IO/MO approach is in
this dissertation seen as a way to implemented external needs into organizational operations in
order to improve efficiency and be competitive.
Researchers confirm the relationship between IO and MO (Augusto and Coelho, 2009;
Zehir et al., 2011; Gaur et al., 2011), but they also claim that there are external and internal
factors that affect the MO and performance relationship. Therefore, the next section addresses
the effect of external factors on the MO and construction strategies relationship.

2.5 External environmental factors (moderating)
Moderating refers here to direct effects of the external environment on the MO and
performance relationship. The role of external factors (moderators) having significant impact
on the MO–strategic performance relationship has been widely discussed in research (Aziz
and Yassin, 2010; Lings and Greenley, 2009; Subramanian and Gopalakrishna, 2001; Wang et
al., 2012). External factors can directly influence a company’s strategic performance and limit
the benefits that company can derive from MO (Didonet et al., 2012; Lichtenthaler, 2016;
Lings and Greenley, 2009). The dynamic of recent increase in external factors and complexity
forces companies to be more responsive to these changes in making strategic choices (Gaur et
al., 2011; Lings and Greenley, 2009). A market-oriented company can develop a better
understanding of the external factors influencing strategic performance (Subramanian and
Gopalakrishna, 2001; Chung, 2012). Four external components are frequently discussed in
research: market turbulence, economic conditions, technological turbulence, and competitive
intensity (Chung, 2012; Gaur et al., 2011; Kaleka and Berthon, 2006; Wang and Chung,
2013).
Market turbulence and economic conditions are two external factors that relate to the level
of instability and uncertainty in society. These factors force companies to modify strategies,
since customer needs change in situations of uncertainty (Gaur et al., 2011; Kohli and
Jaworski, 1990; Subramanian et al., 2009). The success of strategic performance relies on
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knowledge of local market conditions to know what the customer wants respond quickly to
customer needs (Koebel, 1999; Subramanian et al., 2009). Market turbulence refers to the
degree of customer preference changes (Gaur et al., 2011; Kohli and Jaworski, 1990);
customers preferring to move to other dwellings rapidly can affect decision making on
construction strategies in the PHCs (Lind, 2015). The customer preferences can change due to
the technical equipment, attractiveness of a particular living area and the company’s customer
service (Koebel, 1999).
Economic condition refers to level of income and population change, which relate to the
level of instability in the municipality. The main argument is that companies cannot only rely
on the three dimensions of MO to improve performance and respond to customer needs but
also need to pay attention to the impact of external and internal factors when developing
performance (Didonet et al., 2012; Kirca et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2011). Additionally,
internal factors refer to managerial ties and CSR (Chung, 2012; Gaur et al., 2011; Hult et al.,
2004).
New products and services are partly driven by innovations and competitors, partly by
customer needs. Managers speed up changes to products and services to respond to customer
needs, which in turn influence strategic performance (Chung, 2012; Kohli and Jaworski,
1990). High responsiveness to market changes requires that companies have critical resources
to act rapidly and change MO strategy (Gaur et al., 2011). Understanding competitors’ actions
and customer preferences are key for companies when economic condition (Doblhammer et
al., 2013) and market turbulence are not high, since companies have difficulty creating
superior customer value and offering new products (Aziz and Yassin, 2010; Gaur et al.,
2011).
Technological turbulence refers to the degree of innovation and technical changes (Aziz
and Yassin, 2010; Langerak, 2003; Wang et al., 2012). Customers are looking for new
technology to facilitate their living style (Koebel, 1999). When customer preferences change
quickly, the companies are forced to respond to customer needs to improve strategic
performance. Companies that refuse or are ignorant about responding to external challenges
create a problem that can contribute to competitive disadvantage (Kirca et al., 2005). This
means that customer can prefer other companies in a competitive market.
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The economy in society plays a primary role in social and economic aspects worldwide
and has a huge impact on company performance (Mori and Christodoulou, 2012). Economic
conditions in the society are important in influencing market and technological development
in both company and society (Neirotti et al., 2014). Economic conditions, technological
development, and competitive intensity are interrelated issues to manage in the companies.
Therefore, the decision makers need to pay attention to the societies which are less
technologically and economically advanced (Mori and Christodoulou, 2012; Neirotti et al.,
2014) in order to find a way to contribute to economic development and competitive intensity
through new technology adaptation. Further, companies need to take into account their local
socioeconomic and cultural context when making strategical decisions. For instance, strategic
performance in PHCs is dependent on economic conditions in the municipalities (Lind et al.,
2016), which in turn influence company´s financial performance.
PHCs in growing markets have the possibility to mobilize attractive economical and
innovative solutions to manage the renovation of dwellings or to replace demolition
threatened with new construction solutions (Lind et al., 2016). On the contrary, in declining
markets PHCs have difficult economic conditions and decreased population. These markets
are characterized by falling investments, high vacancy rates, and little new construction. Thus,
the MO-performance relationship is not only moderated by external factors but also mediated
by internal factors. These mediating factors are described in the following section, which
includes testing the CSR dimensions’ influence on MO-construction strategies in one study.

2.6 Internal factors - CSR as mediating factor
In MO research, mediating refers to indirect effects of internal factors such as CSR’s effect on
the MO-SP relationship (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Kara et al., 2005; Brik et al., 2011;
Chung, 2012; Wang et al., 2012). In recent decades, interest in CSR engagement has
increased both in research and in practice (Friedman, 1970) and CSR can increase profit. The
concept, like MO, is generic in terms of applicability to different organizations (Maignan et
al., 2005). Therefore, CSR needs to be defined and placed in the context under investigation
and the specific circumstances (Sen et al., 2006). Even though most research has emphasized
how larger corporations make major investments in implementing a serious businessintegrated CSR agenda (Sen et al., 2006), it has become increasingly important for companies
to engage as responsible business partners as well (Ciliberti et al., 2011; Sundström, 2009;
Carroll, 1979).
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According to Freeman (1999), critical stakeholders have an interest in CSR, which requires
companies to take extended responsibility for social, economic and environmental issues.
Freeman (1999) argues there are “numerous application of the stakeholder concept in the
areas of ethics and social responsibility as they pertain to marketing” (p. 156). In particular,
Maignan et al. (2005) emphasize the importance of adapting CSR in relation to customers and
consumers in society, because it affects the reputation of the company, which in turn
influences corporate performance.
CSR as integrated into corporate core business is considered beneficial for business
performance, because responsible actions influence company behavior and culture, providing
opportunities to bind the company functions together (Lindgreen et al., 2012). When
incorporating CSR into activities, companies experience “a clearer responsibility, more
profound self-interest and greater potential” to act as key actors regarding responsibility
issues (Sundström, 2009, p. xxiv).
Beyond responsibility, a company that needs critical stakeholders’ acceptance increases
their CSR responsiveness, especially if the stakeholder is of economic importance. Sundström
(2009) argues that stakeholder requirements judged as being of less economic importance are
commonly ignored, even though they were previously important or expressed as being of
importance. This implies that key stakeholders exert influence on companies to initiate the
process but also that their importance might change over time. Mitchell et al., (1997) also
conclude that business responsiveness (Narver et al., 2004) to market CSR demands depends
on stakeholder urgency, legitimacy, and power.
In addition, companies pay certain types of responsibility more attention (Cruz and
Wakolbinger, 2008), which indicates that certain CSR dimensions (social, economic, and
environmental) are regarded as more important to implement than others are. Because many
studies bundle different CSR dimensions together in their analysis, this study instead analyzes
how the PHCs relate to the different dimensions of CSR to compare their different degrees of
influence on MO responsiveness and strategic performance. This study assumes that CSR as
an integrated part of core business activities has a mediating role, displayed in responsiveness
to customer sustainability needs, and the study tests whether these ambitions are having longterm influence on strategic performance. In this study, CSR is used as an internal factor
(mediating) to explain how PHCs work with different responsibility dimensions as an internal
and integrated process to respond to current and future customer needs. Historical data shows,
they have long tradition of taking CSR, which makes it interesting to analyze how the
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transition to a market-oriented approach affects the PHCs’ responsiveness to customer needs
and influence on strategic performance.
As theoretically argued, there is a positive relationship between MO and strategic
performance, which is tested in one study. In the next section discussed is about the concept
of strategic performance, which is concentrated on different construction strategies such as
new construction, reconstruction, renovation/maintenance, the demolition of houses, level of
vacancy, and sale and purchase of dwellings.

2.7 Strategic performance
MO’s impact on business performance (Kirca et al., 2005) has been investigated from several
different perspectives, but most studies concentrate on its impact on financial performance
(Liu et al., 2013). Measurements have been designed to calculate either the MO impact on the
growth of financial performance or its influence on economic activities (Che-Ha et al., 2014).
This study develops measurements to calculate nonfinancial performance as strategic
performance (see Chung, 2012; Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997; Kaplan, 2001) related to
different construction strategies in PHCs. It also examines how the companies adapt their MO
strategy, performing new construction, reconstruction, renovation, level of vacancy,
demolition, and selling and buying of housing (Gatignon and Xuereb, 1997).
In recent years it has been claimed that construction strategies can increase profits in
housing companies by increasing rent in new construction, reconstruction, and renovation
(Lind and Borg, 2010; Lind et al., 2016). In addition, demolition and vacancy can be used as
strategies in most PHCs. In some PHCs, vacant dwellings are kept for emergency situations;
therefore, this is a form of strategy. Demolition has also been used as a strategy to reduce the
cost, in turn leading to profit (Musterd, 2014). To understand and analyze strategic
performance (Kaplan, 2001; Chung, 2012; Wang and Chung, 2013), the concept of
construction strategies has been applied, which in turn leads to financial performance.
Rockart (1979) applied an external industry focus, paying attention to the efficiency of
competition and market relations. Srivastava and Sushil (2013) used a company focus with
more attention to internal factors such as resources and competencies to improve strategic
performance. Both articles (Rockart, 1979; Srivastava and Sushil, 2013) conclude that the
proper combination of and focus on different external and internal issues can facilitate the
measurement of effective strategic performance. To identify and define strategic performance
(in this dissertation construction strategies) can be divided into distinct groups (such as new
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construction, renovation and reconstruction, demolition, vacancy, buying and selling) to reach
the goals of study (Srivastava and Sushil, 2013).
Balancing short- and long-term strategies, financial and nonfinancial measures, and
external and internal factors is seen as a complex company challenge when managing and
measuring outcomes in a company (Kaplan and Norton, 1996, 2005; Rockart, 1979;
Srivastava and Sushil, 2013). Kaplan (2001) notices difficulties in planning for future
strategic performance on the sole basis of measuring current financial outcomes. Many
companies attempt to achieve the right balance of strategic performance by reducing costs,
trying to deliver appropriate products/services, and working with customer and employee
satisfaction in order to create superior value (Kaplan, 2001).
However, the dynamic of market competition forces companies to go beyond pure
financial measures and instead to include factors related to resource distribution, core
activities, and organizational structure when measuring strategic performance (Kaplan, 2001;
Prahalad and Hamel, 1990). Thus, changes in internal and external conditions strongly
influence strategic performance (Neely, 2005). Measures of external conditions relate to
issues like market competitiveness, emerging technologies, and changing regulations, whereas
internally changing issues are likely to include the measurement of cultural and strategic
issues (Hrebiniak, 2006; Srivastava and Sushil, 2013). Related to the PHCs, this dissertation
will show that even though these companies are governed by the same real estate principles
and the same law, they face different contextual conditions to meet the demands placed on
them on the market.
To gain a picture of the applied theoretical relationship between different parts of the
study, the next section summarizes the connections among the theories.

2.8 Summary of the theoretical framework
The previous section outlined six major theoretical components (MO, market intelligence,
innovation orientation, moderating and mediating factors, and strategic performance) used in
the dissertation to understand their impact on the relationship between MO and construction
strategies.
Table 1 summarizes the theoretical concepts applied in the study (Kohli and Jaworski,
1990; Langerak, 2003; Wang and Chung, 2013). When Kohli and Jaworski (1990) and Narver
and Slater (1990) described the MO effect on performance, their studies stood out as quite
unique in their focus on market intelligence, organizational culture, and process
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The degree of MO and IO indicates that there are different factors that can influence MO
and innovation, such as declining market, moderating and mediating.
Table 1. Summary of theoretical application in the dissertation
Theoretical concepts
Market orientation
Market intelligence

Innovation orientation

External environmental factors
(Moderating)

Antecedent of the study

Component of the study

Kohli and Jaworski (1990)
Narver and Slater (1990)
Kohli and Jaworski (1990)

Two dominant theories of market intelligence
and organizational culture

Atuahene-Gima (1996)
Langerak (2003)
Augusto and Coelho (2009)
Kohli and Jaworski (1990)
Gaur et al. (2011)
Doblhammer et al. (2013)

Internal factors, CSR
(Mediating)

Carroll (1979)
Freeman (1999)
Friedman (1970)
Brik et al. (2011)

Strategic performance

Kohli and Jaworski (1990)
Kaplan (2001)
Chung (2012)

Market intelligence constructs:

Gathering information

Dissemination of information

Responsiveness
High technological development
Long-term and short-term perspectives
Moderating factors:

Economic conditions

Market turbulence

Technological turbulence

Competitive intensity
Mediating CSR dimensions:

Economic

Social

Environmental
Construction streategies:

New construction

Reconstruction

Renovation/maintenance

Demolition

Vacancy

Selling

Buying

To apply the theoretical perspective, the research involved different approaches among
qualitative and quantitative methods. The next section describes the research methods, data
collection, data analyses, and operationalization of data.
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3. Method and data collection
To analyze the effect of MO on construction strategies in PHCs, empirical investigations were
conducted based on interviews and surveys.

3.1 Research process
The combination of qualitative and quantitative methods creates a more complete picture of a
phenomenon (Shah and Corley, 2006). These methods are necessary to build accurate,
generalizable, and practically useful theory in a field as complex as management and
marketing research (Shah and Corley, 2006).
In 2011, many PHCs in Sweden had to demolish dwellings because of poor economic
conditions in the municipality, which motivated the idea to investigate the issue from different
stakeholder perspectives. Simultaneously, the new legislation from 2011 required PHCs to act
in the same competitive and economic way as the private sector, obtaining returns on their
investments, in order to comply with EU legislation (Public Municipal Housing Companies
Act, 2010:879). These issues generated the idea for research in declining markets. The aim of
the research was to investigate the effects of new legislation on PHCs’ activities and the
transition to increased economic demands while simultaneously meeting increased customer
needs. This demanded joint efforts in searching for such new strategies as MO and its impact
on construction strategies.
According to Mintzberg (1979), data explain the empirical terms of observation, whereas
theory clarifies why empirical shapes are observed or expected. Construction of theory often
requires the rich knowledge that only qualitative methods can provide. Therefore, the content
of the interviews (Dundon and Ryan, 2010) undertaken in 2012 took three paths. Firstly,
questions sought to paint an adequate picture of the PHCs in central Sweden regarding new
legislation and their transition. Secondly, the respondents were given the opportunity to
express their opinion about PHCs. Thirdly, respondents were asked to share their expectations
for implementing the new legislation in the PHC.
Both qualitative and quantitative methods have disadvantages and advantages. According
to Frenckner (1986), high-quality research is characterized by a purposeful and motivated
follow-up implementation. It is also important that the research provides both theoretical and
practical implications. The research can be useful and create mutual benefit for both academy
and business. In addition, Frenckner (1986) asserts, the presentation and the description of the
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study can be done in such a way that a researcher as a reader will be able to follow the
process.
This study utilized both qualitative and quantitative methods, which include interviews,
online surveys, and secondary data, as described in the next section.

3.2 Qualitative and quantitative methods
This thesis consists of five papers. Paper I reports on qualitative research identifying
relationships between different constructs (Eisenhardt, 1989). This study contributes by
adding the nuance of MO and innovation orientation combinations, the different types related
to company response to customers’ present and latent needs. To increase the developed
typology’s validity, the study focuses on how one sector implements MO/IO strategies to
improve performance by following Hambrick’s (1983) guideline that “an environment prefers
a certain type of strategy” (p. 7). One assumption is that internal and market variations
influence how the PHCs approach different strategies. The focus on both internal and external
contingencies in the context of each case facilitates comparisons between them.
Papers II, III, IV, and V apply a quantitative approach to the PHCs. Since research on MO
is mostly based on quantitative methods, using two methods, qualitative and quantitative, can
enable a wider and deeper analysis compared to analysis limited to a single approach (Sayer,
1992; Neuman, 1997). This dissertation uses both approaches. In this dissertation, dependent
and independent variables measure different factors. Sayer (1992) claims that causality in
critical realist thinking follows “from actions through reasons through rules and thereafter to
structure” (p. 112). The study outlines the causality between a company’s MO and actions,
and ties this to the development of construction strategies. Therefore, MO dimensions create a
fair reflection of actual objects when applying realist thinking. The MO in combination with
the respondents’ actions thus takes on causal powers.

3.3 Data collection
3.3.1 Qualitative data collection
Paper I presents the results from interviews (see Table 2) in different types of PHCs,
illustrated in terms of the MO/IO typology. By interviewing, researchers can reveal and
understand complex processes, as well as illustrate the influence of the social and economic
context (Shah and Corley, 2006). These findings are developed further in papers II and III,
where a number of hypotheses are tested concerning views and attitudes in PHCs in a
declining market. In paper I, 11 PHCs with 15 interviews (Silverman, 2001) from different
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municipalities in central Sweden were selected. Sometimes, several persons participated in
one interview, and in one instance a former CEO was interviewed. Therefore, there are 18
participants at 11 companies on 15 dates in Table 2. Interviews were conducted at different
levels in the company’s management to maintain a holistic “strategic business unit”
perspective (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990).
Table 2. Interview dates and duration
Position

Company
code

Date

Participation in
workshop

A

Interview
duration (min)
100

CEO

11 April 2012

2

Property Manager

A

100

11 April 2012

Ex-CEO

B

150

23 April 2012

Vice President

B

90

4 April 2012

2

CFO

B

90

30 April 2012

CEO

C

90

5 May 2012

CFO

C

90

5 May 2012

Customer Center Manager

C

90

5 May 2012

Technical Manager

C

90

5 May 2012

CEO

D

90

30 July 2012

1

CEO

E

90

3 September 2012

2

CEO

E

45

20 September 2012

CEO

E

60

6 October 2012

CEO

F

120

10 July 2012

1

CEO

G

120

2 October 2012

-

CFO

G

120

2 October 2012

Administration Manager

H

90

10 October 2012

-

CEO

I

120

24 August 2012

2

CEO

J

90

1 September 2012

-

CEO

K

90

1 October 2012

2

2

The respondents had the opportunity to review the data for transparency and accuracy.
More than one researcher was present in each interview session, but recording and subsequent
transcription of the data was carried out by only one interviewer. Subsequently, a workshop
was held by the University of Gävle on real estate research. The workshop, attended by
interviewees and PHC stakeholders, was organized to present findings and the proposed
typology. All companies that participated in the interviews were invited to the workshop,
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where the participants were informed about the results of the study. Through presentation and
subsequent discussion, the results of typologization could be confirmed and form the basis for
Article 1.The involved companies were chosen because they share the characteristics and
different conditions of the Swedish PHC structure and culture as these are exposed to
different market stability and turbulence under competitive economic and environmental
conditions. This study approaches theory development by proposing a typology. However, for
validation a larger sample would be needed.
3.3.2 Quantitative data collection in declining markets
The study (papers II and III) included 23 PHCs in declining markets of central Sweden (see
Table 3). The online survey was sent to these companies. The respondents held leading
positions including CEO, property manager, finance manager, and administration manager,
each with the capability to influence business performance. The PHCs were chosen to study
the characteristics of a declining market, long distance to larger cities, and a population
between 9,500 and 50,000. Overall, the geographical area covers 18,445 km2, with a total
population of around 300,000 people. These PHCs dominate the market, with 60–80% of the
market share in the rental market in their respective municipalities (Statistics Sweden [SCB],
2015). The response rate is better compared to other studies investigating similar
organizational phenomena. For instance, Hult et al. (2004) had a 19% response rate, while
Grewal and Tansuhaj (2001) obtained a 14% response rate. The high response rate among
PHCs (95%) shows the commitment of the companies to contribute to the research (see Table
3).
Table 3. Information about surveys in the study
Survey number
Survey 1
Survey 1
Survey 2

Public or
private
PHC
Private
PHC

Sample (n)
23
37
289

Number of
respondents
22
16
165

Number of
questions
31
31
68

Response rate
95%
43%
57%

Initial peer reviews of paper II indicated that the study needed to increase the sample of
data to confirm or reject the hypotheses. In contrast, the data for papers IV and V were
gathered from all PHCs in Sweden. The companies were grouped into three groups –
declining, middle, and growing markets – according to standards that SABO (2011; 2009) and
Boverket (2011) have for different types of PHCs, to be sure the data were adequate and
representative for each group. After discussion with this researcher’s supervisors, the data
from the third group (declining market) were used for paper II to extend the sample. There,
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data were divided into three different groups depending on their turnover, population, and
criteria on the Boverket and SABO websites. The first reason for dividing the data was to be
sure that there would be a sample of companies in each group adequate to calculate and
measure different dimensions in the study. The second reason was to find declining markets in
Sweden as a whole to use in paper II. Thus, 104 companies were included in paper II.
Paper III includes responses from CEOs and business managers from public and private
housing companies. The survey was sent to the private and public ones simultaneously, and
their responses were received at the same time. The companies are located in central Sweden.
The online survey was sent to 23 PHCs and 37 private housing companies. Twelve private
housing companies informed us that they did not wish to participate in the study. Sixteen
private and 22 public companies responded with completed questionnaires (see Table 3). The
respondents were given 30 days to reply, and two reminders were sent to increase the
response rates. The majority of the respondents responded after the first reminder.
Table 4a-d. Descriptive analysis of variables in the study (divided into four subtables)
Min

Max

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Variance

1

7

4.12

1.742

3.034

1

7

5.90

1.655

2.739

1

7

3.36

2.203

4.853

1

7

4.75

2.398

5.752

1

7

5.04

1.567

2.456

1

7

5.28

1.621

2.629

1

7

5.85

1.386

1.922

We respond rapidly to changes in the competition.

1

7

4.33

1.466

2.150

We rapidly identify changes in customer requirements.

1

7

4.73

1.222

1.492

We quickly discover technological developments in the world for
customers.

2

7

4.53

1.166

1.361

4a) Variables – MO
Gathering information
We collect information about customers and their needs through informal
methods.
We collect information about customers through formal methods
(surveys/year).
We collect information about customer preferences through online
comments.
We conduct customer surveys via questionnaire once a year to measure
customer satisfaction.
Dissemination of Information
When something important happens in the market, we inform everyone in
the company.
We have regular internal meetings where we discuss changes in the
market.
We have regular meetings with the municipality about the development of
the municipality.
Responsiveness

Papers IV and V include responses from 289 PHCs, which represent all PHCs in Sweden
(Table 4a-4d shows variables. Table 4 has been divided into four sub-tables to follow the
different subjects of the study.) The respondents have leading positions with impact on
business construction strategies, such as CEO. The PHCs are members of the Swedish
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Association of PHCs (SABO, 2016). Before designing the survey, four interviews were
conducted with the PHCs and tenant associations to learn about the companies and encourage
the respondents to answer the survey. The PHCs have a long tradition of being governed by
the municipalities to provide good living conditions for all people in society. They have about
60–70% of the real estate rental market.
Min

Max

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Variance

1

7

4.96

1.422

2.023

1

7

5.12

1.521

2.314

1

7

3.44

1.970

3.882

1

7

4.75

1.319

1.740

1

7

4.58

1.957

3.831

We are actively working to handle social problems with tenants.

1

7

5.14

1.756

3.084

Our code of conduct is used to regulate how we relate to social,
environmental, and economic issues.

1

7

4.87

1.761

3.100

1

7

5.47

1.346

1.811

1

7

4.38

2.102

4.419

1

7

5.36

1.581

2.499

2

7

5.92

1.313

1.724

4b) Variables – CSR, mediating
Economic
We work actively to meet the customers' financial situation when we carry
out development work.
We always take into account the tenants' economic conditions for new
construction.
Tenants are always invited to information meetings to discuss economic
issues.
Social
We always take into consideration the tenants' social needs in change
work.
Tenants are invited by us to participate in various social projects
(neighborhood / leisure activities).

Environmental
We always take into account the environmental requirements to satisfy the
demands for accommodation.
Tenants are invited by us to participate in various environmental projects
(plots / gardening work).
We continuously comply with the environmental requirements for existing
and new dwellings.
We are actively working to find climate-friendly solutions for tenants (e.g.
energy efficiency, climate-smart houses, Kombohus).

Construction strategies are measured by Likert scales of 5 points (papers II and III) and 7
points (papers IV and V). For those PHCs in a declining market, a 5-point scale was used
where 1 = None (no construction strategies) and 5 = More than 100 (units). The studies of all
PHCs used a 7–point scale where 1 = None (no construction strategies) and 7 = More than
500 (units). Vacancies and demolitions show the rental situation, reflecting the attractiveness
to customers. Sale and purchase of housing shows the strategies of new investment. The
answers to issues about MO dimensions, moderation, and mediating were all measured on a
Likert scale from 1 to 7 (“very strongly disagree” to “very strongly agree”) (see Table 4a-d).
Following Kumar et al.’s (2011) suggestion, the top managers of each company that
initially did not respond were contacted a second time to offer help in answering the survey.
All 165 PHCs responses are valid, making a response rate of 57%. The response rate is better
that of than some other studies investigating similar organizational phenomena.
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Min

Max

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Variance

According to the new law, each project must bear its own costs.

1

7

6.04

1.117

1.248

Reduction in municipal population is a major threat to the company’s
long-term finances.

1

7

3.47

2.418

5.848

If we could charge higher rent, we would implement more projects.

1

7

4.81

2.015

4.060

1

7

5.4

1.485

2.205

1

7

3.44

2.240

5.016

1

7

2.72

2.18

4.751

We sell shares that are unprofitable.

1

7

2.50

1.883

3.544

In our business, customer preferences change rapidly over time.

1

7

3.10

1.432

2.052

1

7

4.39

1.504

2.263

1

7

3.59

1.473

2.171

1

7

3.25

1.584

2.508

1

7

3.69

1.492

2.227

We are better than our competitors at satisfying customer requirements.

1

7

5.05

1.303

1.698

We focus on innovative solutions to stay competitive, even if it leads to
rent increases.

1

7

4.44

1.318

1.736

We focus on specialized markets and customers.

1

7

3.42

1.805

3.258

We offer lower prices than our competitors.

1

7

4.08

1.632

2.663

We react quickly in response to change projects that the competition aims
at our customers.

1

7

3.75

1.528

2.334

We react quickly in response to changes in competitors’ pricing strategies.

1

7

3.40

1.533

2.351

Min

Max

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Variance

New construction

1

7

2.99

1.594

2.541

Reconstruction

1

7

2.39

1.462

2.137

Renovation/maintenance

1

7

3.51

1.687

2.844

Demolition

1

5

1.25

0.490

0.240

Vacancy

1

3

1.36

0.453

0.205

Selling

1

7

1.80

1.259

1.585

Buying

1

5

1.27

0.522

0.273

4c) Variables – Moderating
Economic condition (Moderating)

Our business plans are governed by other economic conditions in the local
market.
The municipality guarantees our loans (for a fee) for new production,
which allows us to keep costs down.
Market turbulence
We sell shares to invest in new construction to increase our
competitiveness.

Technological turbulence
Technological changes provide significant opportunities in our company.
The technical development of housing rapidly affects changes in our
market.
The development of new housing technology demands that we reach new
customer groups.
When we build new houses, we try to exceed customers’ technical
expectations.
Competitive intensity

4d) Variables – Strategic Performance
Construction strategies (strategic performance)
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3.3.3 Definitions of construction strategies
In this dissertation, construction strategies are used as measures of strategic performance to
measure the operationalization of nonfinancial performance, which is analyzed with
dependent variables.
 New construction: New buildings that companies have built or are planning to build in the
future.
 Reconstruction: Existing dwellings that after extensive renovation are converted into
“Bostadsrätt” (condominiums) or the rent is raised more than the standard rent increase.
Renovation/maintenance: According to company directive, all dwellings will be renovated
and maintained in standard condition.
 Demolition: Companies that have a high rate of vacancy for a few years demolish
dwellings to reduce the cost of maintenance, which can be more cost efficient. PHCs often
expand playgrounds and green environments after they demolish vacant dwellings.
 Vacancy: Vacancy can be considered a strategy in most of the PHCs, because they retain a
number of empty dwellings for desperate situations in different municipalities. Yet the
strategy may not work for all companies. Thus, in the dissertation, vacancy is defined as a
strategy some companies use in response to, for instance, decreasing population in the
municipality.
 Selling: Companies can sell dwellings to invest in new construction in another area or in
reaction to high renovation costs.
 Buying: Companies purchase dwellings in order to invest in a profitable housing project.
In paper IV and V the construction strategies vacancy, demolition, and buying were
removed, because the measurements of these strategies were not significant.

3.4 Data analysis
Research involves theories, methods, and analyses during the process of study, and it is
important that the researcher is aware of what choices he or she makes and that there is a
logical connection between different parts of the study (Frenckner, 1986). Paper I was written
in two stages. Following the typology of four types based on market and innovation
orientation and derived from strategic business theory, PHCs were categorized to illustrate
how they fit into the MO/IO typological framework. Two implications ensued:
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The typology for MO/IO combinations based on propositions, a theoretical
implication.



A test of how PHCs fit into the model, a practical implication.

The data in paper II were analyzed by linear regression analysis and correlation measures
with the statistical analysis software SPSS (Kirca et al., 2005). Statistical pre-test methods
(Hair et al., 2013) were combined to measure frequencies and Cronbach’s alpha. Frequencies
provided basic data for descriptive statistics as a basis for correlation analysis and Cronbach’s
alpha. Correlation and regression analyses were performed to determine whether the study's
values are positively correlated. These measures show whether there is a linear relationship
between two tested variables (Pallant, 2010). The measure of standard deviation shows how
close data points are to the mean of data sets; low values close to 0 indicate low spread, higher
values indicate high spread.
Each question was categorized according to the developed MO hypotheses about how the
companies gather and disseminate information in the organization, their responsiveness to
information, and their construction strategies. The researcher can confirm increased
credibility by clearly reporting how she worked to achieve the purpose (Frenckner, 1986). By
correlation analysis, “strong positive”, “positive”, “negative”, and “strong negative” values
were measured. The hypotheses are accepted if the correlation coefficient passes the 95%
significance level and is between 0.10 and 1.00 for a positive correlation and -1.00 and -0.10
for a negative one (Slater and Narver, 1994).
Paper III was analyzed by frequencies, Cronbach’s alpha, crosstabs, and chi-square tests,
which give more accurate results than other methods. After several tests of different statistical
approaches, we found that all four of those tests taken together are appropriate for the study,
since its aim is to compare different strategies in public and private housing companies.
Several logical linking analyses (Frenckner, 1986) among crosstabs and frequencies were
performed to see if there is a significant difference between the expected frequencies and the
observed frequencies in one or more categories and whether there were significant
differences.
Paper IV reports on factor and regression analysis (Wang and Chung, 2013; Kirca et al.,
2005). Statistical internal reliability methods (Hair et al., 2013) are combined to measure
frequencies and Cronbach’s alpha. These measures show whether there is a strong
relationship between two tested variables (Pallant, 2010). Factor analysis is used to estimate
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relationships when there is reason to suspect that several dependent variables affect the
independent variable (Hair et al., 2013). The results of factor loading and Cronbach’s alpha
regarding the measurement of MO, moderating factors, and construction strategies were
reported, along with reliability estimates for all variables in the study.
A hierarchical, multicollinearity diagnostics–moderated regression analysis (Aiken and
West, 1991) was conducted to test the hypotheses. This analysis is chosen when two or more
independent variables (the moderators) in the regression model are strongly correlated with
each other and it is difficult to keep the effects of the two variables on the dependent variable
intact. The variables are centered to calculate the interaction term (Hair et al., 2013; Wang
and Chung, 2013). Among the three regression analysis models, the highest variance inflation
factor (VIF) was at 1.861, which is much lower than the limit value of 10.0, indicating that
multicollinearity analysis is the proper one (Hair et al., 2013; Wang and Chung, 2013). In the
analysis, as a first step the three MO dimensions were tested and used as control variables
(Model 1). In the second step, the independent variables were entered (three MO dimensions
and the four moderators) as main effects (Model 2). Finally, the interaction effects were
included by MO and external factors to calculate their effect on construction strategies (Model
3) (see all models in paper IV).
PROCESS regression analysis (Hayes, 2013) was applied to measure the mediating CSR
effect on the MO–construction strategies relationship. The significance of the indirect effects
of CSR is calculated as a mediator (Hayes, 2013), which provides a good bootstrap test. It
enables the estimation of a multiple mediator model with the inclusion of multiple
independent variables. This allowed testing the mediation effects of CSR dimensions
(multiple mediators) on the relationships between (1) the gathering and dissemination of
information and responsiveness (independent MO variables) and (2) MO (independent
variables) and company strategic performance (dependent variable). The significance level for
the bias-corrected confidence interval was 95%.
Statistical internal reliability methods (Hair et al., 2013) were combined to measure
frequencies. These measures show whether there is a strong relationship between two tested
variables (Pallant, 2010). Validity and reliability describe how well data collection and
measurements have worked in the study, to ensure that the results of the study can be
generalized and applied to other studies.
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3.5 Reliability and validity
This section discusses the reliability and validity of the different studies in this dissertation.
Validity measures what is relevant in the study, whereas reliability measures consistency.
High validity and reliability are important in a study. Lincoln and Guba (1985) explain that
interpretive research is based on a set of ontological and epistemological traditions that differ
from function-based research. They provide a different set of criteria to judge the qualitative
research, for instance dependability as reliability, credibility as internal validity,
transferability as external validity, and confirmability as objectivity. Each criterion contains a
set of explicit details for its assessment.
3.5.1 Reliability
The use of different qualitative and quantitative methods enabled a wider analysis, compared
to an analysis limited to a single-method approach (Shah and Corley, 2006). Researchers have
suggested that reliability and validity are different in terms of methodology, with qualitative
study researchers putting less emphasis on data collection and more on interpretation and
reflection (Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2009). Alvesson and Sköldberg (2009) assert that
reliability in qualitative studies can be captured through transparency in the whole research
process.
The researcher can convince readers to believe the results of the study by explanation and
including relevant arguments for all decisions during the research process. Therefore, the
dissertation describes all stages in the research to achieve the transparency in the papers. By
describing the research process, the dissertation provides a comprehensive picture of
formulating research issues, gathering data, reading the literature, analyzing the data,
repeating the data gathering and analysis, and finally writing the papers.
Paper I is based on interviews and reading annual reports, according to the qualitative
method and well-established MO theories (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Shah and Corley, 2006).
From a reliability perspective, these qualitative studies are always difficult to measure. A
number of analyses, such as coding and categorization of data, were performed to ensure that
the answers reveal the opinions of the respondents and that other researcher would have
obtained the same answers. The semi-structured interviews were conducted with the CEOs,
property managers, and finance managers as decision makers in the PHCs. The starting point
of the interviews with PHC decision makers was a comprehensive question regarding the
representatives in the companies and their tasks, in order to become familiar with the
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activities in the companies. This procedure led to a clear presentation of the respondents
(Shah and Corley, 2006; Silverman, 2001).
All interviews were recorded and transcribed to enable the sorting, interpreting,
categorizing, classifying, and coding of the data. Although this work was time-consuming, it
enabled a better overall understanding of the distinctions within the data. These processes
supported the researcher’s wish to ensure that the respondents were correctly quoted.
Recording and transcribing are considered crucial working procedures when working with
interviews (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Shah and Corley, 2006). The researcher was able to be
neutral and did not influence the data with her own understanding. Transcriptions of the
interviews were also sent to the interviewees and other researchers to assess the content of
interviews (Lincoln and Guba, 1985).
Whenever a researcher categorizes the data, there is risk of bias; misinterpretation of data
might transfer into the analysis and influence the results. But the coding and categorizing of
data were defined systematically in a theoretical, secured way by applying MO (Kohli and
Jaworski, 1990; Narver and Slater, 1990) and definition and categorization values (Patton,
2002) as purposeful or recognized actions, which contributed to a high degree of reliability.
The data for papers II and III were collected via a survey that was answered by public and
private housing companies in central Sweden. Papers IV and V used an online survey that was
answered by 165 PHCs in Sweden. Papers II, III, IV, and V applied statistical pre-test
methods (Hair et al., 2013), which were combined to measure frequencies and Cronbach’s
alpha.
3.5.2 Validity
Positivist researchers have found internal validity, construct validity, and external validity to
be crucial criteria for the quality of research (Chia, 1997; Neuman, 1997). Validity is about
using the right literature for the right empirical study at the right time (Patton, 2002; Zikmund
and Babin, 2010). The critical theory researchers appear to hold fairly similar opinions.
Traditionally it has been difficult to measure validity of data in qualitative research for two
reasons. Firstly, qualitative research mostly includes interpretation and observations of the
phenomenon to increase understanding of the data, which can define the issues involved in the
research questions and internal causalities (Healy and Perry, 2000; Zikmund and Babin,
2010). Secondly, qualitative research has low external validity because the occurrence of the
phenomenon studied is unknown.
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Generalizing (Healy and Perry, 2000) the results to other situations can be uncertain,
because it is unknown whether the phenomenon is common. Observations and interviews are
important for qualitative methods to acquire knowledge, but there can be very low reliability.
For instance, there are differences between the results of interviews that are performed on two
different days, even if the same person participated in both interviews. The researcher’s role
in posing the questions is not reliable. However, in this study, the simulation data overall
suggest that during the interviews, interpretation and the way of posing the questions did not
represent a grave threat to the validity of the research findings.
The conclusions drawn from the qualitative study in paper I were based on interviews and
secondary data that illustrated a typology so the conclusions can be valid given the data. The
typology framework plays an important role in theory development, generating an analytical
tool to stimulate thinking and combine numerous complex variables in a simplified manner
(Mills and Margulies, 1980). Propositions formalize and systematize research, summarize
arguments reflecting the literature, and support the analysis of empirical findings (Miles and
Huberman, 1994). Kohli and Jaworski (1990) developed propositions based on a
comprehensive theoretical discussion to understand the complexity of MO and to be tested by
future research.
The study for paper I reviewed a comprehensive list of relevant scientific articles published
in

international

peer-reviewed

journals

by

searching

for

the

keywords

“MO”,

“innovativeness”, “innovation”, “market intelligence”, “performance”, and “market
strategies” in different combinations. The literature was sorted into different categories based
on different aims and the research questions of the study. In the paper four propositions were
developed to analyze how Swedish PHCs strategically work with MO-IO combinations.
Therefore, a high degree of validity was achieved in paper I (see Zikmund and Babin, 2010;
Patton, 2002).
This dissertation can support the high internal validity of qualitative research in two ways.
Firstly, the study was based on MO theory, which has a greater range of analytic
generalizability and achieves theoretical acceptability through clear presentation of the data
and a detailed description of the social context within which the data were collected and
analyzed (Locke, 2001; Shah and Corley, 2006). Secondly, the findings were shared with the
PHCs to allow them to analyze them critically (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Shah and Corley,
2006).
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The conclusions of quantitative papers II, III, IV, and V were also based on the literature
review, and data were collected via a questionnaire with questions based on previous MO and
real estate research (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990, Jaworski and Kohli, 1993; Cadogan and
Diamantopoulos, 1995). A modified Kohli et al. (1993) MARKOR scale was employed,
linked to the specific conditions in the context of PHCs in declining markets in Sweden. MO
(Kohli and Jaworski, 1990) was applied in this study based on the pilot study. For instance,
upon analyzing the interviews with PHCs, Kohli and Jaworski's (1990) perspective turned out
to be more appropriate than others. Therefore, MARKOR was adapted to design the survey.
Before distributing the final survey, pre-test statistics and pilot tests were conducted to
improve the face and content validity of the initial version of the survey.
Content validity assessment for the initial version of the survey was performed using a
two-step process. The first step involved asking a marketing expert and the second, a real
estate expert to review the survey and ensure the items were an adequate and thorough
representation of the constructs under investigation. The study derives from a qualitative pilot
study that led the researchers to choose quantitative study as the hypothesis testing approach.
The survey data were collected from strategically selected companies via a multistep
approach, which demonstrates internal validity.

3.6 Operationalization of the study
The context for this dissertation is Swedish PHCs and their challenges strategically to carry
out construction strategies. Construction strategies can have long-term consequences for
housing, stakeholders (tenants, tenant associations, community, etc.) and the municipalities in
which they operate. To fulfill the purpose of the study, the five papers were designed with
different data sets, methods, and analyses. The research process can be illustrated in three
stages (see Table 5). The first two stages represent PHCs in central Sweden, particularly in
declining markets, which were object studied in my licentiate thesis. The two last research
papers are included in stage three. All data were collected from PHCs in Sweden focusing on
external and internal factors’ effect on the relationship between MO and construction
strategies, in the companies.
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Table 5. The three stages of the research process
Stages
Stage 1

Activities at each stage



Stage 2






Stage 3






Mapping of 11 PHCs' annual reports and interviews in central Sweden to find out new
legislation's effect on activities in the companies
Writing paper I
Overview of MO dimensions' effect on PHCs' construction strategies in a declining market by
survey
Writing paper II
Comparing CSR and construction strategies via a survey of both public and private housing
companies in central Sweden
Writing paper III
Overview by quantitative analysis of external factors that influence construction strategies in
the PHCs throughout Sweden
Writing paper IV
Overview by quantitative analysis of internal factors that influence responsiveness in PHCs
throughout Sweden
Writing paper V

3.6.1 Stage 1
The first research stage was based on the result of a pilot study of PHCs, which resulted in a
qualitative paper, which was the basis for other studies. The qualitative method can overcome
a key limitation of most quantitative research, which is the inability to build theory (Shah and
Corley, 2006). Paper I showed that PHCs need to consider market and innovation orientation;
the study was conducted to illustrate a typology. The research raised the question of how
PHCs currently work and create superior customer value, which in turn can improve
construction strategies.
The interviewed managers reported that a few companies are demolishing dwellings and
some are engaged in a lot of new construction, providing an interesting motivation to study
MO and innovation orientation in PHCs. For instance, PHCs carried out new construction by
building Kombohus to attract tenants, which can be considered an innovation in public
housing. The purpose of this stage in the research project was to obtain insight into how the
PHC regards itself in light of being market-oriented, and to identify the values that are
adopted within the PHC with respect to customer relations. A typology was developed and
illustrated that categorizes companies in different types according to the degree of MO and
IO.
Paper I investigates how PHCs currently operate within the real estate market to attract
customers by increasing the extent of MO and IO. To examine these issues, 15 interviews
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with several managers were conducted at 11 PHCs with the CEO, property manager, and
finance manager. In addition, the study analyzed the annual reports of the 11 companies from
the years 2010 to 2013. In order to illustrate a typology in the study, annual reports have been
used to discover turnover, profits, employees, and current and future strategies in the
company. As in the case of PHCs, the real estate management teams that worked with the
manager who had a decision maker position in the companies were interviewed. Paper I was
limited to PHCs in central Sweden that focused on the rental housing market.
The study focused on PHCs in Hälsingland and Gästrikland, excluding PHCs in other
areas. Furthermore, the first stage of the study was limited to interviews and annual reports
with PHCs that included the managing director’s statement and a report on the company’s
three previous years. These documents revealed information about the companies and their
work. The data analysis method was used to measure the company’s strategic views with
respect to MO and IO. The researcher expected that companies show their distinctive praxis in
their annual reports and interviews, and that that praxis can be observed and categorized.
Distinctive value patterns were identified via the investigation of certain words and phrases
that were related to the company’s MO and IO, as well as social and environmental
development.
Frequent references to the same concept or issue were interpreted as an indication of
importance. The analysis was performed by coding and categorizing the data manually as to
the frequency of MO, IO, and social and environmental statements, and by registering the
type of sentence according to the words used. This manual, qualitative method was used to
reveal more about the context of study and because MO research is generally based on
quantitative study. The theoretical basis for the analysis method was influenced by the work
of Eisenhardt (1989), and Miles and Snow (1978). To determine how MO, innovation, and
innovativeness values in the interviews and annual reports changed during the 3-year period
that was studied, descriptive analysis and categorization of the main analyses were conducted
by SPSS (see Table 6).
3.6.2 Stage 2
The first stage’s overview of the PHCs allowed analysis of how PHCs organize different
construction strategies in relation to MO and IO. Therefore, the PHC of type IV (meaning
possessing low MO and low innovation) in paper I was selected and examined in paper II,
which includes the declining market, according to the Swedish Association of Public Housing
Companies (SABO, 2014) in this stage. Papers II and III are developed in this stage.
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Data were collected via a survey with questions based on previous MO research (Kohli and
Jaworski, 1990). A modified scale from Kohli et al. (1993) was applied. The study derives
from a qualitative pilot study as the basis for developing the survey used for this hypothesis
testing approach. The study includes in its first sub-stage 22 PHCs and in the second substage 104 PHCs in declining markets in Sweden, since the sample size was low at the first
sub-stage (see “Method and Data Collection”).
The main purpose of this paper was to examine how companies in declining markets
operate in the context of market intelligence, responding to customer needs and applying them
to construction strategies. This paper provides an overview of the field and provides a
discussion of the arguments proposed in the current literature on MO in declining markets in
relation to the arguments proposed on construction strategies. Regression analysis of the data
identified the impact of MO on construction strategies, showing that components of MO can
be interlinked. The data were then combined by using studies of declining markets, based on
the real estate literature. Gradually, two concepts arose: (1) MO and PHCs in declining
markets and (2) connections between different components of MO, which showed a weak link
between responsiveness and construction strategies. Each component of MO and construction
strategies in the companies was studied.
A study comparing public and private housing companies evaluated the impact of new
legislation that requires PHCs to act in a “businesslike” way in declining markets in central
Sweden. These issues were developed with the aid of declining market literature, and by
adding CSR in the rental real estate market. The study in paper III was limited to housing
companies in central Sweden to ensure a fair comparison between public and private housing
companies. Since rental housing in that region has a substantial vacancy rate, this led to
demolishing many dwellings during 2009-2014.
This approach approximates a previously used method of how to screen for a declining real
estate market (Johnson et al., 2014). The data for the study were collected via a survey of
public and private housing companies. Twenty-three PHCs and 37 private housing companies
participated in the study.
For the survey design, annual reports were used to discover turnover, profits, employees,
and strategies in the company. The survey allowed careful classification of the activities of
construction strategies. The result shows there may be other factors influencing activities in
housing companies; therefore, the study started with stage 3. The results of all three papers
were presented to the public in a seminar (part of the series “Forskarna på slottet”
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[Researchers at the Castle]), arranged by the governor and the University of Gävle. Along
with that event, PHCs also were informed regarding stage three, which can contribute to
PHCs’ future construction strategies (see Table 6).
3.6.3 Stage 3
The results of papers I, II and III included in the licentiate thesis indicated that external and
internal factors influence construction strategies. This stage of the research project created
understanding of the different external and internal factors that influence construction
strategies. The method used in this paper was to a large degree influenced by Kohli and
Jaworski (1990), Kohli et al. (1993), and Chung (2012) regarding theory building from
business studies with the MARKOR survey.
For stage 3, all PHCs in Sweden (289) were sent an online survey, which 165 answered.
The respondents were chosen due to their information, competence, and overview of the
activities regarding construction strategies. With all respondents in the same position, the
validity of the study can be increased. Secondary data from websites and annual reports of
each company were collected. The use of annual reports facilitated the classification of the
PHCs into three groups – declining, medium, and growing markets – by categorizing
turnover, profits, employees, and strategies in the company.
According to this classification, the selected companies cover all groups there are great
differences in PHCs’ work to develop construction strategies, depending on market condition
and the need for MO. The companies were divided into three groups in this study – declining,
medium, and growing markets – to ensure a sufficient number of companies in each group. To
achieve an adequate number of companies (samples), the CEO in each company was
personally contacted to take part in the survey. The theoretical basis for the analysis of the
data was the framework of MO and external factors as moderators.
To analyze the data, the study followed three-stage multicollinearity regression analysis for
moderating factors. The survey data that were collected for stage 3 of the project were used to
write papers IV and V. The quantitative method of Kohli and Jaworski (1990) was applied to
create a comprehensive model of the indirect effects of internal factors mediating PHCs’
responsiveness. Table 6 shows the planned stages of the process. Theory determined the
collection of the different data used in this study (see Table 6).
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Table 6. Overview of research stages and their relation to theory
Part of the
study
Theoretical
concept

Stage 1



Stage 2

PHCs lack understanding of
transitions and MO as appropriate
theory.
How can combining MO and
innovation orientation create
superior customer value in order to
improve performance?






Type IV firms, with low
MO and low innovative
responsiveness will be
studied.
What is the role of MO
in a declining market?
CSR to be compared in
private and public
housing companies

Stage 3


Examine the effect
of moderating and
mediating factors on
MO and construction
strategies.

Overview of PHCs’ transition

Companies
Data
collection



Results





Mapping of PHCs in central
Sweden
Interviews with the CEO, property
manager
Developing typology (four types
of companies), where type IV
companies have low MO and low
innovation, eager to demolish
dwellings



Survey sent to
companies in declining
markets in central
Sweden



Survey sent to all
PHCs in Sweden



Responsiveness is weak
link
Declining market needs
to be examined on a
large scale.
PHCs are more engaged
Other factors influence
the MO–construction
strategies relationship.



Economic condition
moderates the MO–
construction
strategies
relationship.
CSR influences MO,
responsiveness and
construction
strategies.







A research study always has its limitations and attracts criticism of the types of methods
and analyses. Therefore the researcher needs to pay attention to the pros and cons of choosing
a specific method. The next section describes limitations and critique of the method.

3.7 Limitations and critique of the method
Paper I was limited by the use of the qualitative method in a sample of only 11 PHCs; this
could be completed with further quantitative study to obtain more data and improve the result,
which could influence the analysis and illustration of the typology. In addition, the study
considered only the companies’ values as displayed in annual reports in order to answer the
research question more generally. Obviously, there are advantages and disadvantages to
interviewing in qualitative research. For instance, when researchers conduct group interviews,
interpretations and impressions from other people in the group can influence the results. In
addition, individuals vary in their ability to express themselves in speech, which is difficult to
capture during the interview (Silverman, 2001; Patton, 2002). Yet it is interesting to interview
a varied selection of managers to gain a picture of different part of the companies and to
capture in-depth information about managers’ underlying reasoning and motivation.
Paper II used surveys of 104 PHCs as the source of data, which may influence the result of
the study. The analysis of paper II was performed in two rounds due to the samples of data,
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with the first round consisting of 22 PHCs and second round consisting of 104 PHCs, which
may have influenced the results. Additional analyses could be done with correlation instead of
regression analysis. The choice of companies and the limitation on the number of companies
may influence the method and the analysis. The categorization, interpreting, and coding of the
data and variables in all the interviews had impact on the study. Despite the limited number of
companies, the selected companies are representative of the development of PHCs in Sweden.
Data collection for paper III was conducted by survey only in central Sweden with small
groups of housing companies as well as 22 public and 16 private housing companies, which
might influence measuring of data and the results of the study. Further, the analyses were
carried out with correlation instead of chi-square and crosstabs analysis. The selected
companies, categorization, interpreting, and coding of the data and variables influenced the
study.
Papers IV and V were quantitative studies by sending an online survey to 289 PHCs, of
which 165 answered. The number of companies can always influence the data set and the
results of the study. The results of the study might have been different if data were collected
from medium and smaller groups of PHCs where all managers work closely with employees.
In such circumstances, the managers could discuss each question before answering the survey.
The studies for papers II, III, IV, and V could have been conducted as qualitative
investigations, such as an ethnographic-influenced study where the researcher participates in a
conference or seminar and managers share information within the companies. Data collection
in this way could influence the method and analyses. Since the respondents were few in paper
III, the outcomes could be compared with a qualitative study. At the same time, secondary
sources such as annual reports, company websites, municipality reports, Swedish
governmental statistics, and contextual information from sector organizations could be
included to confirm economic condition in paper IV. Another issue that influences the method
was the empirical setting of the studies, which was in Sweden, with its unique regulations.
As regards the method and generalization of the results in the study, two points can be
made. The power of the case study seems to be in generating the most varied types of
quantitative and qualitative data. The strength lies in the deep information content that is
revealed. The weakness of the method is primarily in the narrow information content, which
allows little generalization to other situations. Occasionally, however, such generalization is
hardly desirable or reasonable (Frenckner, 1986).
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It is evident that the time of data collection and other circumstances can affect analyses,
and considering the potential for unexpected outcomes is important to be aware of in the
collection of data (Ryan et al., 2012). Data were collected during 2012–16 for this study.
These were eventful years for the world and for Sweden, especially with the new legislation
and increase in immigration during 2015. More recent data collection and research would help
in further investigation of the impact of new circumstances on construction strategies in
PHCs. However, this source of data collection is well in line with a critical realist approach
and can be adequate for this study. Researchers argue that the aim of complementary study is
to elaborate, improve, illustrate, and clarify the results of a method with results from other
data and methods (Greene et al., 1989).
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4. Overview of the papers
A summary of the purpose of study, theoretical framework, methods, and results of each of
the five research papers are presented next.

4.1 Paper I. Market and Innovation Orientation Typology: Proposition and
Illustrations
Paper I explores how PHCs are market oriented and how they respond to customer needs by
combining market and innovation orientations, as well as illustrating a typology of four types
of companies. Research questions were developed from market and innovation orientation
perspectives. The purpose of this study was twofold. Firstly, it aimed to develop a typology
from a theory-based discussion of MO and innovation orientation. Secondly, it sought to
illustrate the extent to which PHCs fit into the proposed typological framework.
The 15 semi-structured interviews involved 11 PHCs. To examine and confirm the
qualitative study, a short questionnaire was administered to measure the gathering and
dissemination of information, innovation, and innovativeness in different companies. The
questions covered views on their gathering and dissemination of information, responding to
customer needs, and improvement of performance. Questions on renovation of housing in the
1960s and 1970s as well as energy efficiency were also taken up during the interviews. The
companies were categorized using “types”, which illustrate differences and similarities in
market actions and innovation orientation commitments in order to explain earlier behavior
and predict possible outcomes.
Results of the study revealed four typologies: reactive, proactive as prospector, proactive,
and reactive as defender. These were identified by combining MO and innovation orientation
dimensions. Most companies were found to be reactive; only one firm exhibited the
characteristics of a proactive defender. The study shows how economic conditions in the
environment influence companies in their responses to market signals and performance.
Based on the interview outcomes, the interviewed PHCs were categorized according to their
level of ambition in the MO and innovation orientation dimensions.
The categories represent the companies’ motivations and levels of ambition to improve
performance and respond to customer needs. Four PHC types were identified by combining
MO and IO. They are (1) Highly Market-driven MO/Highly Market-driving IO, (2) Low
Market-driven MO/Highly Market-driving IO, (3) Highly Market-driven MO/Low Marketdriving IO, and (4) Low Market-driven MO/Low Market-driving IO. This study offers
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insights into the importance of combining MO and IO. The overall findings show that the
MO/IO combination is not static and needs to be treated within the context (see Table 7).

4.2 Paper II. The Market Intelligence Impact on Strategic Performance in
Declining Markets
Paper II examines how companies in declining markets operate in the context of market
intelligence, responding to customer needs and applying them to strategic performance. This
study focuses on the market intelligence perspective, which mandates gathering relevant
market information, disseminating it throughout the organization in a structured fashion, and
responding strategically to market needs (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). This means that the
company wants to identify the customers’ (in this case, tenants) needs and the market needs,
since with this information, the company can organize construction strategies.
Most previous studies have hypothetically tested the interdependency between the
gathering of information and its dissemination in relationship to responsiveness (Cadogan et
al., 2002; Chung, 2012; Kara et al., 2005). Following the suggestions of Jaworski and Kohli
(1993, 1996), this study instead tested the different MO dimensions as interlinked processes—
gathering of information, dissemination of information, responsiveness—and examined their
influence on construction strategies. Few attempts have been made to examine the role of MO
within a limited business area and in a declining market.
Data were collected via a questionnaire with questions based on previous MO research
(Cadogan and Diamantopoulos, 1995; Kohli and Jaworski, 1990, Jaworski and Kohli, 1993).
In the first step, data were collected from 22 PHCs in declining markets in central Sweden,
and in the second step, data was collected from 104 PHCs in declining markets selected from
Sweden’s 289 PHCs. The respondents have leading positions with impact on business
performance, such as CEO, property manager, finance manager, and administration manager.
The companies were chosen based on information on their web pages and Boverket (2011)
lists; additionally, the type IV companies in paper I (see section 5.1) were included to
investigate MO with focus on declining markets.
The data were analyzed by linear regression analysis and correlation measures with
statistical analysis (Kirca et al., 2005), which is suitable for this study. Statistical pre-test
methods (Hair et al., 2013) were combined to measure frequencies and Cronbach’s alpha. The
results show that PHCs in Sweden collect and disseminate market information but neglect to
use that knowledge quickly to respond to changes in market condition.
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The study shows that it is not enough to investigate the elements of market intelligence
separately; rather, they need to be studied as an integrated process. This study identified weak
links in the process, affecting the efficiency of intelligence distribution. The tests to measure
the relationships between gathering information and dissemination of information to
responsiveness and construction strategies may explain why other studies have had difficulties
demonstrating the relationship between MO and performance. Few previous studies have
addressed market intelligence as consisting of three interrelated components having effects on
strategic performance (see Table 7).

4.3 Paper III. Sustainable Strategies in a Declining Housing Market:
A Comparative Study
Paper III followed from the first paper to compare the public and private housing companies
in declining markets. The study tested whether company attitudes and strategies differ with
respect to the levels of new construction, renovation, demolition, and vacancy. The purpose of
this study is first to examine and compare sustainable strategies within public and private
housing companies in declining markets in central Sweden. Then, the study evaluates the
impact of new legislation that requires public housing companies to act in a “businesslike”
way, in the same way as a long-term private company. The quantitative method was applied
through a web-based questionnaire. The study tested the hypotheses and analyzed different
strategies in both public and private companies to get an indication of different levels of
construction strategies. There are differences between the companies in their level of
commitment. In total, 22 public housing companies (PHCs) and 16 private housing companies
answered the questionnaire.
The results indicate that both public and private companies strive to operate similarly and
take social responsibility, but public ones are more interested in and committed to carrying
out construction strategies. The PHCs invest in new construction, carry out extensive
renovations, and demolish more dwellings than private ones do. This may be based on PHCs
being more dominant on the market. The result shows that there is still political pressure on
PHCs, and they are more involved in construction strategies even if they may not be
profitable in a declining market.
The study found that both public and private housing companies are responsible for
ensuring that the citizens in the municipality have somewhere to live, but public housing
companies are more engaged. CSR and the construction strategies require PHCs to think long
term, leading to planning and managing for new construction, reconstruction, and
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maintenance, in order to be attractive and responsive to customers’ needs. The economic
conditions also affect what is rational to do with dwellings in urgent need of renovation. This
means that construction strategies cannot be implemented without regard to economic
condition in the companies (see Table 7).

4.4 Paper IV. Moderating Effects on Market Orientation and Strategic
Performance: A Study of Public Housing Companies in Sweden
The purpose of this study is to examine how external factors moderate PHCs’ MO and
strategic performance relationship. Previous articles have discussed how extrinsic factors, socalled moderators, have direct influence on the MO–strategic performance relationship. The
argument is that strategically, companies cannot solely rely on the three dimensions of MO to
improve construction strategies but must also pay attention to the direct impact of external
conditions when developing construction strategies responding to customer needs.
Commonly, external factors in research refer to market and technological turbulence, as well
as the competitive intensity that arises from organizational attention. Less attention is paid to
specific economic conditions in the market and their impact on the MO–construction
strategies relationship.
The quantitative method was applied to data from a survey sent to 289 PHCs in Sweden, of
which 165 answered. The data were analyzed by factor and regression analysis. Statistical
internal reliability methods were combined to measure frequencies and Cronbach’s alpha.
These measures show whether there is a strong relationship between two tested variables. A
hierarchical, multicollinearity diagnostics–moderated regression analysis was conducted to
test the research hypotheses.
The results show that external moderating factors affect the PHC MO and construction
strategies relationship. The companies take several initiatives to improve their knowledge of
customers’ needs and to spread it within the company, but economic situation, demographic
conditions, market and technological turbulence in the municipalities moderate the MO –
construction strategies relationship. Poor economic conditions in society make it difficult for
PHCs to act strategically based on market needs when making decisions and planning
construction strategies.
The study deals with the housing market, which differs radically from other industries. The
study highlights the effects of moderating factors that are important for companies’ long-term
construction strategies. However, these limitations could also allow researchers to use the
results to compare both similar and different market situations (see Table 7).
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4.5 Paper V. The Mediating Role of CSR on the Market Orientation Strategic
Responsiveness and Performance Relationship
This article serves to analyze the impact of CSR (1) on the MO and strategic performance
relationship related to PHCs’ choice of construction strategies and (2) on the companies’
responsiveness to gathered and disseminated customer information. Mitchell et al. (2010)
stress that, a sustainable MO approach includes how to manage and respond by market
strategy including social, environmental and economic concerns and responsibilities.
According to Kiessling et al. (2016), customers today are more organized, informed and
demanding regarding company engagement in corporate social responsibility (CSR) issues,
which require new business strategies and efforts to create mutual values. The main challenge
is to replace the traditional view of MO based on assimilating knowledge of customer needs
related to products and services with an updated research approach that includes relevant CSR
issues related to contextual circumstances.
During the last decades, the impact of CSR on the effectiveness of MO has received
significant interest in both practice and research (Fatma et al., 2015). Many companies invest
heavily to implement and integrate the CSR concept in different core activities (Luo and
Bhattcharya, 2006), with the intention of improving their image and reputation (Sundström,
2009) and/or to meet critical stakeholder demands on the market (Freeman, 1999).
The quantitative method is applied to data from a survey of 165 PHCs in Sweden (see
Table 5). The PROCESS macro for SPSS (Hayes, 2013) was applied to measure the
mediating CSR effect on (1) the MO-strategic performance relationship and (2) the gathering
and dissemination of information and responsiveness relationship. These measures show
whether there is a strong relationship between two tested variables (see Table 7).
The results show that previous research suggests a positive relationship between MO and
strategic performance, which was not confirmed by this study. When testing the mediation
effects of CSR on the MO and construction strategies relationship, these hypotheses were
confirmed related to social and environmental dimensions – not economic ones. The study
increases public housing companies’ knowledge of CSR effects on the MO and strategic
performance relationship. This result contributes useful information for companies
implementing CSR in their activities.
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Table 7. Overview of the papers
Title of paper

Research purpose

I. Sundström, A., Ahmadi,
Z., and Hyder, A. (2016).
Market and innovation
orientation typology:
Proposition and
illustrations, Marketing
Intelligence and
Planning, Vol. 34, No. 3,
pp. 376–393.

The purpose of this paper is to
develop a typology based on
the market orientation
and innovation orientation of
firms, and to illustrate the
extent to which public
housing companies fit into
this framework.







Theoretical framework

II. Ahmadi, Z. and
Sundström, A. (2017).
The market intelligence
impact on strategic
performance in declining
markets, International
Journal of Applied
Business and Economic
Research, Vol. 15, No.
14, pp. 1–17.

This study examines how
companies in declining
markets operate in the context
of market intelligence,
responding to customer needs
and applying them to strategic
performance.

 Market orientation from a
market intelligence
perspective
 Gathering and
dissemination of
information
 Responsiveness
 Strategic performance
(construction strategies)
 Declining market

Data collection and analysis

Market orientation
Organizational culture
Innovation orientation
Innovativeness
Typology of market and
innovation orientation
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Theoretical results

Practical results

 Qualitative study
 The 15 semi-structured
interviews involved 11 public
housing companies.
 Data sorted by open coding
 Illustration of a typology with
low/high market and
innovation orientation
 The companies were
categorized into four types.

 Market-driven market
orientation / Low
Market-driving
innovation
orientation – were
identified by
combining MO and
IO.
 This study offers
insights into the
importance of
combining MO and
IO.

 The findings show that the
market orientation and
innovation orientation
combination is not static
and needs to be treated
within the context of
market orientation and
public housing companies.
 A typology illustrated with
company examples

 Quantitative study
 Data collected by digital survey
from 22 public housing
companies in the first stage
 Data collected from 104 public
housing companies in the
second stage
 Data analyzed by regression
analysis and Cronbach’s alpha

 It is not enough to
investigate the
elements of market
intelligence
separately; rather,
they need to be
studied as an
integrated process.
 Responsiveness is the
weak link having
influence on strategic
performance
 Take into account the
declining market
through market
orientation research

 Public housing companies
ignore responsiveness to
customer needs.
 PHCs base their planned
construction strategies on
previously performed
strategies.

Title of paper
III. Ahmadi, Z. and Lind, H.
(2018). Sustainable
strategies in a declining
housing market: A
comparative study,
International Journal of
Management Practice,
Vol. 11, No. 4, pp. 400421.

IV. Ahmadi, Z. (2017).
Moderating effects on
market orientation and
strategic performance: A
study of public housing
companies in Sweden,
Submitted to the journal
Marketing Intelligence
and Planning, revised
submission.
.
V. Sundström, A., and
Ahmadi, Z. (2018) The
mediating role of CSR on
the market orientation
strategic responsiveness
and performance
relationship, submitted to
European Journal of
Marketing.

Theoretical framework

Data collection and analysis

Theoretical results

Practical results

The purpose of this study is
first to examine and compare
sustainable strategies within
public and private housing
companies in declining
markets in central Sweden.
Then, the study evaluates the
impact of new legislation that
requires public housing
companies to act in a
“businesslike” way, in the
same way as a long-term
private company.
The purpose of this study is to
examine how external factors
moderate public housing
companies’ market
orientation and strategic
performance relationship.

Research purpose

 Declining housing market
 CSR (social,
environmental)

 Quantitative study
 Data collected by online survey
from 22 public and 16 private
housing companies
 Data analyzed by crosstabs
analysis, chi-square and
Cronbach’s alpha tests

 Concerns are
determinants of CSR
(social, economic and
environmental).
 The history of an
organization (such as
operating in a
declining market)
will affect current
behavior and decision
making

 The private housing
companies are very passive
and risk averse. The PHCs
show higher willingness to
take risks, e.g. for new
construction.

 Market orientation
 Moderating (external)
factors
 Market turbulence
 Technological turbulence
 Competitive intensity
 Economic condition

 Quantitative method
 Data collected from a survey of
165 PHCs in Sweden
 Hierarchical, multi-collinearity
diagnostics–moderated
regression analysis and factor
analysis

 Companies may take
into account
economic condition.
 External factors can
significantly facilitate
or complicate
responsiveness and
construction
strategies.

 Economic condition is an
important link to
innovation and competitive
intensity.
 Regarding technological
turbulence, PHCs apply the
traditional model and lack
high competition in the
market.

This article serves to analyze
the impact of corporate social
responsibility (CSR) (1) on
the market orientation and
strategic performance
relationship related to public
housing companies’ choice of
construction strategies and (2)
on the companies’
responsiveness to gathered
and disseminated customer
information.

 Market orientation
 Mediating (internal) factors
 Corporate social
responsibility dimensions:
 Social
 Economic
 Environmental

 Quantitative method
 Data collected from a survey of
165 PHCs in Sweden
 PROCESS–mediation
regression analysis and factor
analysis

 CSR exerts a positive
influence on the MOSP relationship
 Environmental
dimension has the
strongest effect on
responsiveness and
the MO-SP
relationship
 Economic dimension
does not affect the
MO-SP relationship.

 MO has no direct effect on
construction strategies, but
when including the CSR, as
mediator the relationship
was confirmed. CSR can
significantly improve a
company’s work with MO
having effects on SP.
 CSR needs to be seen as an
integral part of the
company's MO
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The five research papers provided increased knowledge concerning the MO–construction
strategies relationship in PHCs. Next, after all data collection and analyses, it is important to
discuss the results of the study.
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5. Discussion and conclusions
The research issues addressed in this dissertation creates a deeper understanding of how the
PHCs in Sweden have adapted to the MO constructs after new legislation. To understand how
PHCs work with MO to fulfill the demand for businesslike behavior according to EU
Commission and government legislation requirements, this dissertation examines and
explores different challenges in both declining and growing markets. Apparently, PHCs need
to act in the same competitive way as private companies, and the transfer to a market-oriented
agenda impacts their construction strategies. The following section analyzes and discusses the
answers to the investigation of the main purpose. To do this, three sub purposes are developed
that contribute to provide the conclusions of the study.

5.1 Theoretical discussion and conclusion
The purpose of this dissertation is to analyze 1) the PHCs deal with MO constructs and 2)
their impact on construction strategy choices. Three sub purposes were developed. Firstly, to
develop a typology with propositions on the MO and IO combination based on theoretical
discussions. Secondly, to examine the gathering and dissemination of information in
relationship to responsiveness and its impact on construction strategies, while simultaneously
examining and comparing public and private housing companies’ CSR in declining markets.
Thirdly, to test the effects of external and internal factors as moderators and mediators on the
relationship between MO and construction strategies in PHCs.
The findings to the first sub purpose show that the PHC understanding of customer needs is
necessary for successful market and innovation orientation to develop construction strategies
that effect on business performance. Further, MO and innovation orientation can be seen as
two different but interrelated processes that can be combined to influence the efficiency of a
company’s construction strategies. Developing typologies with propositions is a valuable tool
to understand and describe how companies work with MO, innovativeness, and innovation.
The results show that PHCs can work proactively and enact market- and innovationorientation, which contributes to competitive advantages in growing markets. The MO
discourse suggests that proactive MO strategies improve construction strategies. The
combined MO and innovation orientation strategy apparently has a positive effect on profit
and performance, confirming also the results of MO research (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990;
Narver and Slater, 1990; Zebal and Goodwin, 2011).
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PHCs can work innovatively, but when the market is not prepared enough to act on
innovative ideas, innovations are not positively met by customers in the market. Having
economic strength (Doblhammer et al., 2013) is crucial for these customers to rent new
dwellings with built-in innovations. Otherwise, innovation is less effective as the customers
are unable to pay for the costs. The study however shows that PHCs do not always link
innovation decisions to the customers’ needs (e.g. building smart houses such as Kombohus,
etc.) but to expertize decisions or new technical development trends on the overall market.
This result shows that PHCs respond to external changes but these might not be based on
customer needs. Nevertheless, they perceive themselves as market-oriented.
The second sub purpose finding shows the effect of MO on construction strategies by
analyzing the constructs impact on construction strategies in declining markets. However, MO
from market intelligence perspective consists of three interrelated constructs (gathering,
dissemination and respond to market information) having effect on construction strategies.
The results show that the PHCs responsiveness to gathered and disseminated customer
information is the weak link affecting PHCs’ construction strategies. According to MO
theory, high responsiveness shows the companies’ ability to work proactively to respond to
customer needs (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Narver and Slater, 1990) having impact on
construction strategies. The study (paper II) shows that PHCs in declining markets gather and
disseminate information, yet their responsiveness to market information shows low impact on
construction strategy choices. This means that PHCs do not use the information to build new
construction and renovate dwellings. This indicates that there are other factors having
influence on this relationship. The study of declining markets (paper III) also shows that
private and public housing companies carry out different construction strategies, but the
public companies show higher commitment responding to external changes related to
construction strategies. PHCs use information to meet customer needs, which also means that
when planning their construction strategies, they ignore customer needs and take into account
the general economic situation in the municipality. For instance, companies do not take into
account customers’ ability to pay rent.
The third sub purpose finding relates to papers IV and V: external and internal factors
influence on the MO and construction strategies relationship. Study IV contributes to
knowledge about how the companies’ MO and construction strategies relationship is
influenced by moderating factors. Economic conditions (Doblhammer et al., 2013) have been
suggested to influence on the MO and construction strategies relationship when dealing with
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market challenges as a moderating factor (Wang and Chung, 2013). This study shows that it is
not enough to investigate market and technological turbulence and competitive intensity;
economic conditions in the market can directly influence on the MO and construction
strategies relationship.
The study of the mediating effects of CSR on MO (paper V) shows that CSR influences
both the MO and construction strategies relationship and PHC responsiveness to gathered and
disseminated information. Therefore, CSR can significantly improve a company’s work with
MO having effects on construction strategies. Simultaneously, the study further shows that
CSR (Carroll, 1979; Brik et al., 2011) in the form of social, economic, and environmental
factors indirectly affects the relationships between MO and responsiveness and between MO
and construction strategies. The study shows, that primarily it is environmental and social
factors that have a positive impact on the strategies while economic responsibility for the
customers, could not be verified. CSR needs to be seen as an integral part of the company's
MO work to develop and strategically utilize market knowledge more efficiently.
To summarize, the findings indicate that MO constructs affect the PHCs’ construction
strategy choices, but there are different factors that influence MO and construction strategies,
such as innovation orientation, economic conditions, and CSR:
 The PHCs work positively with MO construct but these have no effect on
construction strategy choices. The dissertation provides theoretical support for the
MO discourse that companies work according to customer needs but show that this
work is not strategically important.
 Economic condition in society has high effects on construction strategy choices –
both in growing and declining markets. The result indicate that PHCs in growing
high demand markets do not have to make decisions based on customer needs while
PHCs in declining markets are unable to meet customer needs due to difficult
economic conditions of customers and society. The dissertation provides theoretical
support for the MO discourse that economic moderating effects directly influence on
the MO and strategic performance relationship. The findings contribute to show that
MO has scarce importance in situation of high demand and weak economic
conditions in society.
 CSR dimensions have positive impact on MO and construction strategy relationship.
While environmental and social show most positive impact, the economic
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responsibility for customer needs have no influence on the relationship. The
dissertation provides theoretical support that CSR has mediating effect on the MOstrategic performance relationship. The findings contribute to show that
environmental and social dimensions effect on the relationship while the economic
responsibility is not confirmed.

5.2 Practical discussion and conclusion
The PHCs have experienced several challenges due to new legislation, increased need for
renovation/maintenance, increased need for dwellings in growing housing markets, and
weakened economic conditions in declining markets. The dissertation shows that PHCs
strictly adhere to the new law on return on each investment and that customer needs are met to
the extent that it is economically justifiable and included in their CSR work. This implies that
the PHCs use MO to satisfy the short-term, low cost needs of the customers. The traditional
role of PHCs has been to care for customer needs, a situation that has transformed to
managing and following economic demands in the company. The results show that CSR has
an impact on construction decisions – albeit to a lesser extent. This means that companies
might not be able to offer customers living solutions based on their needs but based on
economic demands and the situation in society.
The weak economic conditions in many municipalities make it difficult for PHCs fully to
adopt the principles of MO. However, the PHCs try to satisfy both current and future
customer needs, when making future-oriented construction strategy decisions. The study
shows that the companies in declining markets act due to the economic conditions and have
difficult meeting customer needs at all. The size of the local real estate market and company
size both play a crucial role in the probability of companies becoming more committed to
implementing different customer-focused construction strategies.
The study also shows that involving external factors can lead to innovations that may not
be the result of organizational capacity, culture, and innovativeness. Expert decisions can be
based on trends related to a wider market not relevant to the customers of the PHC market.
The results also show the need for strategically focused CSR that can mediate between PHCs’
market knowledge and their customer needs in order to improve construction strategies.
Additionally, economic conditions are also important factor when companies take into
account CSR dimensions to improve construction strategies, because measurements indicate
that environmental and social dimensions are significant not economic dimension. Therefore,
PHCs need to pay attention to the need of the next generations to increase low-cost
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construction strategy choices to meet current and future customer needs. The changing of
organization culture can be significant tools for transition from the traditional responsibility
for living to a market-oriented and competitive way run the PHCs. Thus, it is important that
companies use collected information responding to customer needs to improve/increase their
construction strategy choices. Primarily, the dissertation has contributed to show that
economic conditions (both in society and in companies) play a significant role in PHCs´
construction strategy choices.
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6. Implications, limitations, and future research
This section consists of the implications, limitations and future research suggestions. The
research study makes both theoretical and practical implications.

6.1 Theoretical implications
The effect of MO on performance has been highlighted by several studies (Chung, 2012;
Kirca et al., 2005; Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Narver and Slater, 1990). The study investigates
the impact of MO on construction strategies by studying innovation orientation, market
intelligence, moderating and mediating factors. Thus, the study contributes to both theoretical
and practical implications.
The first implication of the study is to enhance understanding of market and innovation
orientation within a specific context (paper I). Researchers (Atuahene-Gima, 1996; Langerak,
2003; Naidoo, 2010) claim that IO and MO have been an area of ongoing interchange within
marketing. Technological development is vital for a company’s long-term survival, and
following market developments plays a crucial role in a company’s future direction.
More research is needed to ensure the usability of the developed typology and its
application to other business contexts. The market and innovation orientation typology
developed could be tested in a quantitative study on a larger sample of public or combined
public and private housing companies. As shown in paper II, a second theoretical implication
is the study’s contribution to knowledge about how companies respond to market challenges
in declining markets. Thirdly, few previous studies have addressed market intelligence as
consisting of three interrelated components (gathering information, dissemination
information, and responsiveness) having effects on construction strategies. This study shows
that it is not enough to investigate the separate elements of market intelligence; rather, the
entire process should be considered. By doing this, the study could identify weak links in the
process, affecting the efficiency of intelligence distribution.
Papers IV and V conclude that external and internal factors have direct and indirect effects
on the relationship between MO and construction strategies, and that economic condition
plays a crucial role in company growth and competitive advantages. The result is in line with
the conceptualization that economic conditions (Doblhammer et al., 2013) and CSR can often
shape the company’s construction strategies into a more dependent structure within the PHCs.
A moderating role between MO and economic conditions was identified as particularly
important in the PHCs. Therefore, economic conditions and innovation play a crucial role in
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company growth and competitive advantage. Simultaneously, CSR also has a positive indirect
effect on MO and construction strategies; CSR can contribute when responding to customer
needs. Applying MO theory to the PHCs indicates that this theoretical model can be used to
interpret the PHCs’ transition following the new legislation that PHCs need to act in the same
way as private companies.

6.2 Practical implications
The first practical implication of the study is that PHCs try to take the needs of customers into
account, when improving construction strategies. Currently, PHCs fail rapidly to respond to
customer needs, according to all five papers and the collected secondary data in the study.
This research also provides practical implication by developing an MO-IO typology tested
on PHCs. Neither IO nor MO separately is sufficient to yield the necessary innovativeness or
market success to ensure a company’s performance. Innovativeness is the process of attaining
innovation in terms of openness to new ideas that represent the company’s capacity and
organization culture. Thus, managers of PHCs need to operate in dynamic markets in which
they proactively and continually gather information about customer needs, transform it into
innovativeness in core activities, and respond by creating innovations. On the other hand,
PHCs need to adjust to a dynamic market situation (see paper I).
Furthermore, PHCs’ location and size play a role in the probability of developing
construction strategies (paper II). External and internal factors also influence construction
strategies. The third practical implication implies that PHCs pay attention to economic, social,
and environmental dimensions to handle the complexity of construction strategies. PHCs may
look beyond short-term profitability and aim to improve construction strategies over the long
term.
A fourth practical implication is the realization that economic conditions in the society
directly affect construction strategies. This is demonstrated in papers I, II, and IV, where the
PHCs’ annual reports and managers stated that economic condition in the municipality is a
significant factor in developing construction strategies. In fact, economic conditions are
dependent on various factors such as economic/political function, the income level of
residents, and other parameters, such as demographical issues and location of companies (for
instance PHCs in the north of Sweden) that influence construction strategies. Weakened
economic conditions make it difficult for PHCs to strategically act based on customer needs
when making decisions and planning construction strategies.
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By applying MO, PHCs can consider not only improving construction strategies, but also
responding to customer needs and creating superior customer value. MO can contribute to
stimulating the planning of construction strategies, which are often seen as a method that can
create economic benefit. If PHCs make those investments and the municipalities impose
policy structures, economic growth of the municipality may potentially result. However, the
study found benefits to PHCs paying attention to both MO and the economic condition of the
cities that form the context in which PHCs are to operate.

6.3 Limitations and future research
The adoption of the MO concept (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Kumar et al., 2011; Wang and
Chung, 2013) in PHCs as a strategy forward for these companies after new legislation in 2011
may inspire criticism. Scholars argue that MO is a solution for companies to apply when
formulating strategies for achieving growth (see Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Zebal and
Goodwin, 2011; Wang and Chung, 2013). This dissertation also argues that the MO concept
has been frequently applied to growth markets, but the consequences of using MO in
declining markets are not specified in marketing theories. Additionally, PHCs fall short with
respect to three MO issues: they do not reflect and respond to customer needs, they ignore the
effects of external and internal factors, and they fail to apply an innovation orientation to
improve construction strategies.
In economic, marketing, and innovation studies, the location of companies is a central
issue that can influence company performance. When the MO concept changes from being a
process explaining the strategies of companies to becoming a method for achieving such
strategies, context can be lost. The MO process was never meant as a method that applies to
just any company. PHCs differ depending on municipality and economic conditions; what
works in one municipality might be unfavorable in another. Thus, improving responsiveness
and construction strategies requires skills, resources, and an overview of economic conditions
in both municipality and PHC.
This dissertation has focused on how to adapt MO to fit PHCs and their construction
strategies in relation to customer needs in both declining and growing markets. MO has been
posed as a link between companies and customers that goes beyond traditional forms of
superior value creation (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Zebal and Goodwin, 2011). MO
dimensions have been an area of exploration by researchers of marketing and markets (Kirca
et al., 2005). Using MO as the concept to tie together municipalities with PHCs seems
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appropriate regarding customer needs and shows a different degree of MO adaptation in PHCs
(Kohli and Jaworski, 1990).
The study has also had limitations regarding empirical cases, time of study, and data
collection. Data were collected in the first stage from PHCs in central Sweden. In the second
stage, data were collected from a smaller number of companies (respondents) in declining
markets, which can affect the results, and in the third stage from all PHCs in Sweden but not
the private housing companies. While these data were found ideal for this study of declining
and growing markets and the rental market overall, future studies are needed to investigate
more generally the whole rental market, both private and public, as whole market tendencies,
e.g. looking at other regions and/or companies in stronger markets.
Theoretical approaches with an organizational culture and customer orientation perspective
would also be beneficial for future research focusing on how these issues within the real estate
rental market affect knowledge, dissemination of knowledge, and responsiveness (Narver and
Slater, 1990; Kara et al., 2005). Organizational culture is the construct of shared beliefs and
values that helps individuals understand an organization and provides them with norms for
behavior (Deshpandé et al., 1993). Competitive culture is characterized by an emphasis on
competitive advantage and market superiority. Therefore, in a future study, researchers might
need to investigate organizational and competitive issues and adopt MO theory into their
research frameworks, to investigate MO structures as a case study.
Future empirical studies could further test the connections between the MO dimensions
and thereby assist in managing each company’s conceptual transition to higher-order
economic, social, and environmental concepts in relation to customers. PHCs in declining
markets have struggled to link the future survival opportunities associated with their
construction strategies. Future research regarding the link between goals and construction
strategies within PHCs could assist in better responding to customer needs (responsiveness)
which is a MO dimension that can be examined in depth. In any case, responsiveness poses
interesting questions for future research regarding comparative case studies investigating the
bridging forms of MO in PHCs to plan future construction strategies.
This dissertation offers practical implication about how the MO process is implemented in
relation to construction strategies, but to leave the reader with some suggestions on policy, it
would be to examine whether general solutions to non- interlinked processes of MO such as
MO dimensions, innovation, and moderating factors really can be implemented with success.
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During the past three years, many economic and political changes within the municipalities
and PHCs have occurred that have influenced both construction strategies and customer
needs. One example is the increase in immigration during 2015. The companies with urgent
plans to demolish dwellings suddenly changed their strategy and rented them out instead,
which meant that the declining market disappeared temporarily. However, those changes had
no apparent effect on the results of the study. Instead, we may conclude that the PHCs had
already experienced declining market issues over a long time period regarding economic
conditions in the municipalities. It will be interesting to see the effect of issues such as
immigration in future studies.
Since this study only analyzes PHCs in the rental market, tenants are important
stakeholders who could be studied in the future in terms of the extent of their dwelling needs.
For instance, there are tenants who are unable to pay high rents to live in a dwelling with
high-tech amenities, and vice versa. Further, the customer orientation perspective (Narver and
Slater, 1990) is also significant to study, since there are different housing markets for different
customers. Additional studies could examine market and innovation orientation and market
intelligence from a process perspective, confirming the role of MO in construction strategies.
Researchers might investigate the implementation process of MO in housing companies to
understand each concept more clearly. From a long-term perspective, it can be difficult to
state that construction strategies are more efficient and profitable for the companies (Lind et
al, 2016).
Companies promote their construction strategies during good economic conditions
regardless of what the customer needs. In short, the relationship between market orientation
and long-term strategic actions shown by construction strategy has been difficult to manage.
This dissertation shows that economic conditions are given priority.
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8. Appendix
8.1 Interview guidelines
1. Can you briefly describe the company and the impact of the new law?
2. Do you have any ideas/experience on how to manage a turnaround from failure to
success?
3. How do you plan when you have ongoing renovations? How does the company rationally
carry out renovations given the economic situation in both company and society?
4. How do you plan for construction strategies? Have you built new dwellings? Have you
demolished housing? Do you have vacancies? Why?
5. Which target groups do you plan for when you build new construction / renovate
dwellings?
6. How do you handle price increases with existing tenants and future generations?
7. Have you obtained financing for renovation/maintenance?
8. How is the relation with the municipality?
9. Do you have areas with social problems?
10. How do you work with sustainability issues in the company? What dimension weighs
heavily when it comes to tenants? Does the company have a social responsibility and
leading role in the area?
11. How do you solve disturbances that happen in the area?
12. How do you capture information about what the tenants (customers) need with new
construction / renovation?
13. Is there a competitive private housing company in the municipality? How do you work
against competitors?
14. What are you interested in researching?

8.2 Questionnaire

Market strategies in public housing companies
The University of Gävle and KTH in Stockholm are conducting a survey to investigate the
housing rental market in various municipalities throughout Sweden to see what market
strategies public housing companies use. In order to achieve a good result with the survey, it
is important that as many as possible respond. We would therefore be grateful if you complete
the survey as soon as possible and preferably within 10 days. Your answers are treated
confidentially so that no individual answers can be identified. Thank you for your
participation! Please contact us if you have any questions.
Zahra Ahamdi zaaahi@hig.se
Agneta Sundström awd@hig.se
Akmal Hyder ahr@hig.se
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The name of the public housing company: __________________________________
Year the public housing company was established:_______
Revenue in 2015:_______
Number of employees:_______
Your position in the company?
CEO
5

Vice president
4

CFO
3

Property manager
2

Marketing director
1

Other
0

If other, indicate which position:
____________________________________________________

6. CONSTRUCTION STRATEGIES
Mark the number of dwellings under new construction, reconstruction,
renovation/maintenance, vacancy, demolition, sale or purchase that you completed during
the past five years (2011–2015) and planned for the next five years (2016–2020).
Table 1 (2011–2015)
Nothing
Less
101201301- 401More
Activity
than
100
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

New construction
Reconstruction
Renovation/maintenance
Demolition
Vacancy
Sale
Purchase

Table 2 (2016–2020)
Activity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

New construction
Reconstruction
Renovation/maintenance
Demolition
Vacancy
Sale
Purchase

200

300

400

500

than 500

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Nothing

Less
than
100

101200

201300

301400

401500

More than
500

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The following questions indicate how you agree with the following statements: 1 = very
strongly disagree, 2 = strongly disagree, 3 = somewhat disagree, 4 = neither agree nor
disagree, 5 = somewhat agree, 6 = strongly agree, and 7 = very strongly agree.
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7 EXTERNAL DEVELOPMENT
1. Each project must bear its own costs.
2.Our business plans are governed by political ambitions.
3.Reduction in municipal population is a major threat to the
company's long-term finances.
4.Raising the rent beyond what is regulated would allow us to
implement more projects.
5.Our business strategy is governed by the economic situation in
the local market.

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6.The municipality's loan guarantees for new production allow the
company to keep costs down.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
7.Technological development in society creates great opportunities
for our company.
8.Technical developments make rapid changes in our local housing
market.
9.Technical development in new production demands that we find
new customer groups.
10. In new construction, we exceed our customers’ expectations by
offering new technology.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

MARKET DEVELOPMENT
11. We sell shares to invest in new construction to increase our
competitiveness.
12. We sell shares of stock that are unprofitable.
13. Customer preferences change rapidly in our business.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

8 MARKET STRATEGIES
1.We collect information about customers and their needs through
informal methods (e.g. lunch and coffee).
2.We collect information about customers through formal methods
(surveys).
3.We collect information about customer requests via comments
on the website (chat).
4.We conduct customer surveys via questionnaire once a year to
measure customer satisfaction.
5.When something important happens in the market, information is
distributed directly to everyone in the company.
6.We have regular internal meetings where we discuss changes in
the market.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7.We have regular meetings with the municipality about
developments in the municipality.
8.We respond rapidly to changes in the competition.
9.We are quick to discover changes in the outside world and meet
customer requests.
10. We are quick to meet the needs for technical development
among our customers.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9 ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGIES
1. We work actively to meet the customers' financial situation when
we carry out development work.
2. We always take into account the tenants' economic conditions
for new construction.
3. Tenants are always invited to information meetings to discuss
economic issues.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4. We always take into consideration the tenants' social needs in
change work.
5. Tenants are invited by us to participate in various social projects
( neighborhood / leisure activities).
6. We are actively working to handle social problems with tenants.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7. Our code of conduct is used to regulate how we relate to social,
environmental, and economic issues.
8. We always take into account the environmental requirements to
satisfy the demands for accommodation.
9. Tenants are invited by us to participate in various environmental
projects (plots / gardening work).
10. We continuously comply with the environmental requirements
for existing and new dwellings.
11. We are actively working to find climate-friendly solutions for
tenants (e.g. energy efficiency, climate-smart houses,
Kombohus).

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10 COMPETITION STRATEGIES
1. We are better than our competitors at satisfying customer needs.
2. We focus on innovative solutions to stay competitive even if it
leads to rent increases.
3. To be competitive, we focus on specialized markets and
customers.
4. We offer lower prices than our competitors.
5. We react quickly in response to change projects that competitors
aim at our customers.
6. We react quickly in response to changes in competitor´s pricing
strategies.

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

11. We have achieved the following standard and have certificates regarding;
1. ISO 9001
2. ISO 14001
3. ISO 18001
4. ISO 26000

Yes
1
1
1
1

No
0
0
0
0

5. If you work with another standard - which one?
_______________________________________

12. Other information
If you have any further comments, please write them here.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Thank you for your participation!
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